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Preface

To design electric machines or to study their performance, different
types of mathematical models are applied. Some of them are formulated in
the circuit theory, others are described on the basis of the field theory. The
models, which are used in preliminary design calculations, are based on
circuit theory. To optimize the constructional parameters field models are
recommended. In the analysis of machine performance circuit models are
most frequently used. The parameters of the equivalent circuit model are
determined then on the basis of the field model.
The circuit models are most often used in the analysis of induction

machines performance when they are supplied from steady voltage source.
Applying Fourier series technique to solve differential equations both time
and space harmonics can then be considered. This type of approach is used
in this book to study the performance of induction motors with one and two
degrees of mechanical freedom. First the motors are described in field
theory, then to study their behavior with a steady voltage supply, the circuit
model is applied, whose parameters are determined from electromagnetic
field equations. The advantage of using the Fourier series technique in a
description of the field model is, that it allows to pass directly to the multi
harmonic equivalent circuit, and to analyze the motor behavior in steady or
dynamic conditions with the inclusion of all the effects taking place at the
motor edges. This direct transition from the field model to the circuit model
cannot be done when numerical methods are applied.
The authors formulate the model for the motor with two degrees of

mechanical freedom. Such a model is more general than the one for
conventional rotary motors. It allows the description of sometimes very
complex phenomena that take place not only in motors with two degrees of
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mechanical freedom but also those, which are linked with rotary and linear
machines e.g. disc motors, linear motors, liquid metal pumps.
The authors present exclusively their own material developed for more

than twenty years and published in a number of journals and conference
proceedings. The first simplified model has been formulated for the rotary
linear motor by the author in the middle of 1970's. The theory, based on the
magnetic field wave moving helically was developed and extended later to
the analysis of X-Y flat linear motor and motors with a spherical rotor. The
model formulated in 1980's allowed the study of all phenomena linked with
finite length and width of linear and rotary-linear motors. In 1990's the
model was applied to analyze the performance of liquid metal pumps and
disc induction motors. The results obtained from simulations are backed by
the measurements carried out on the motor prototypes of rotary and linear
motors as well as on rotary-linear ones. This allowed verifying the
mathematical models used for motor analysis.
The book may be found useful for researchers and electrical engineering

students, in particular for those who design and analyze induction machines
for special purposes.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Induction motors are the most commonly applied machines in electric
drives. Most of them are squirrel cage motors, mainly due to the easy and
low cost technology. Though, there is a large group of linear motors, rotating
motors are predominant among induction machines.
Both, rotating and linear motors are classified as machines with one

degree of mechanical freedom, since their moving part only runs in one
direction. In general, machines with one degree of mechanical freedom have
two types of geometry: cylindrical and flat. Most of the rotating machines
have the cylindrical shape. The disc motors are rotating machines with a flat
structure. Among linear motors both flat and cylindrical geometries are met.
These latter are called tubular motors.
There is a group of motors whose moving part is running in the direction

that varies during operation e.g. X-Y motor. The motion of these motors
must be described in a system with two space co-ordinates. These machines
form a group of motors with two degrees of mechanical freedom.
Considering the geometry, three types ofmotors are distinguished:
- X-V motors - flat structure,
- Rotary-linear motors - cylindrical geometry, and
- Motors with spherical rotors - spherical geometry.
The representative of X-Y motor is shown schematically in Fig. I-I. The

armature (primary part) contains two 3-phase windings placed
perpendicularly to one another. If supplied from 3-phase source they
produce magnetic traveling fields, which are moving in two perpendicular
directions. A secondary part consists of aluminum or copper sheet backed by
an iron plate. The forces produced by two traveling fields act in the
directions of the field motion. Their values can be changed independently,
what contributes to the change of the magnitude and the direction of the
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resultant force. This in turn influences the motion direction of the X-Y
motor.

secondary

primary primary
winding

Figure 1-1. Construction scheme ofX-Y induction motor

One of a few rotary-linear induction motors is shown in Fig. 1-2. It is a
twin-armature rotary-linear motor. Its stator consists of two armatures. One
of them, similar to a rotary induction motor stator, produces a rotating field,
a second one, similar to a tubular linear induction motor armature generates
a field traveling axially. The rotor, common to these two armatures, consists
of a steel cylinder covered by a conducting sheet. The direction of the rotor
motion depends on two forces: linear and rotary (tangential), which are the
products of two magnetic fields and currents induced in. The operation of
the motor can be considered as the work of two independent motors: linear
and rotary whose rotors are coupled firmly by a mechanical clutch.
The representation of the induction motor with spherical rotor is shown

in Fig. 1-3. It is the twin-armature motor whose spherical rotor is driven by

Rotor

Figure 1-2. Scheme of twin-armature rotary-linear induction motor
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upper annature

spherical
rotor --+--

lower annature

Figure 1-3. Construction scheme of twin-armature induction motor with spherical rotor

3

two magnetic fields moving in two directions perpendicular to on another. It
is the counterpart of twin-armature rotary-linear motor.
A moving magnetic flux is the main quantity responsible for induction

motor performance. In induction motors with two degrees of mechanical
freedom this flux is represented by the magnetic field wave, whose motion is
described by two space coordinates. Such a description is more general than
the one of linear or rotating machines. The rotating magnetic field wave of
rotating machines and the traveling field of linear motors are in the
mathematical description special cases of the rotating-traveling field of
rotary-linear motors. Thus the mathematical model of the motor with two
degrees of mechanical freedom can be reduced at any time to the model
either of rotary or linear motors.
In this book the mathematical model of the motor with two degrees of

mechanical freedom is derived first. Then, introducing the reduction of the
mathematical description into the one space coordinate, examples are shown
how the linear motor and the rotary motor can be analyzed by means of the
more general model of the motor with two degrees of mechanical freedom.
The phenomena, which highly influence the performance of linear

motors, in particular those moving with the high speed, are called edge
effects. These phenomena, though in a small scale, also occur in rotating
machines at the motor edges. Furthermore the edge effects exist in the motor
with two degrees of mechanical freedom, but in a more complex way. This
is because the moving part of X-Y motor moves with respect to all motor
edges. In the book these edge effects are mathematically described, firstly, in
a more general way, for machines with two degrees of mechanical freedom,
then, by means of the above mentioned reduction, are considered for rotary
and linear motors.
The analysis of the motor operation at steady state condition, as well as

in dynamics is carried out by using the equivalent circuit. It can also be done
by applying the field theory. This, however, requires a very complex tool, in
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particular, when numerical methods e.g. finite element method is used.
When the circuit theory is applied, then, in order to take into account the
influence of the edge effects, the parameters of the equivalent circuit are
determined from a 3-D field model. To determine the magnetic field in the
motor both analytical and numerical methods are used. Numerical methods
allow taking into account not only the nonlinearity of the motor iron core but
also its geometrical structure (slot dimensions and finite stator and rotor
length). Some analytical methods, like that one based on Fourier series
technique, allow the consideration of, in an equivalent way [51], the motor
geometry. However, the local nonlinearities are hard to include. In practice,
this is done by introducing the average magnetic permeability for the whole
layer.
There are, however, some advantages of using analytical methods, in

particular the Fourier series technique. Suppose the magnetic field is
described in a 3-D space by using the latter mentioned technique. In such a
case the resultant magnetic field, which is deformed from the sinusoidal by
the motor edges, is a sum of a number of harmonics, i.e., sinusoidal waves
moving in different directions if the motors with two degrees of mechanical
freedom are considered. Such a description of the motor in a field theory
allows passing directly to the multi-harmonic equivalent circuit, and
analyzing the motor behavior in steady or dynamic conditions with the
inclusion of all the effects taking place at the motor edges. Such an approach
is presented in this book.
The induction motor described in the field theory is represented by the

multilayer structure if the analytical methods are used. In this case the
nonuniform geometrical structure of teethed zones of stator and the rotor as
well as the air-gap are represented by substituting layers of the calculated,
equivalent parameters. The field deformation caused by the teeth and finite
dimensions of the stator and the rotors is taken into account by the Fourier
technique.
Referring to the above reasoning the text of the book is arranged in the

following scheme:
- Description of the induction motor with the magnetic field represented by
the rotating-traveling wave,

- Mathematical description of the multilayer and multiharmonic motor in
the field theory,

- Equivalent circuit of the multiharmonic motor with the rotating-traveling
magnetic field,

- Calculation examples ofmodeling of particular motors with two- and
one- degree ofmechanical freedom.
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MONO-HARMONIC INDUCTION MOTOR WITH
TWO DEGREES OF MECHANICAL FREEDOM
(IM-2DMF)

1. IDEA OF MOTOR AND MAGNETIC FIELD
DESCRIPTION

In IM-2DMF the motion of the magnetic field and the moving part of the
motor are described by two space co-ordinates. The magnetic field of an
idealized IM-2DMF can be presented as the magnetic flux density wave
moving in the direction placed between two co-ordinates as shown in
Fig. 2-1. This wave is described by the function

(2.1)

where
rx - pole pitch along x axis,
rz - pole pitch along z axis.

The physical counterpart of the motor with such a magnetic field is the
flat X-Y motor with the winding in its primary part twisted with respect to
the x and y axes of the coordinate system. The magnetic field interacts with
the eddy currents induced in the secondary part, producing the force that acts
in the direction of the field motion.
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B

z

Figure 2-1. Magnetic flux density wave in IM-2DMF

Chapter 2

The cylindrical counterpart of such a motor, the rotary-linear motor, is
shown in Fig. 2-2. The rotor is a conducting shaft. The stator has a twisted
winding, which generates a magnetic flux moving with a helical motion.
This rotating-traveling field can be described in the cylindrical co-ordinate
system by the function

(2.2)

Figure 2-2. Rotary-linear induction motor with rotating-traveling magnetic field
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The electromagnetic force F (see Fig. 2-1) acting on the secondary can be
divided into two components Fx and Fz• A relation between the forces is as
follows:

Fx =Fcosa

Fz =Fsina

Hence the ratio of force components is

F
_x =ctga
Fz

Since, according to Fig.2.1,

,
ctga =_z ,

'x
the relation 2.4 takes the form:

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

In general, the secondary can move in a direction different to the
direction of field motion. For example, if the rotor motion is blocked on the
direction of the z axis (Fig. 2-2), then it moves only with rotary motion. The
direction of rotor motion depends on the loading force. In general, the rotor
speed changes during the motor operation not only in its absolute value but
in its direction as well. The rotor slip function should take into account these
two changes.

2. ROTOR SLIP

To find a formula for the slip let the secondary move with the velocity v
(Fig. 2-3) in the direction different from that of the field velocity VI. Since
the secondary speed component Vm normal to the wave front, decides the
induction phenomenon only in the infinitely long motor, the slip sxz can be
defined as follows:
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(a)

v"

(b)
x

P(x" z,)~:....- _

Figure 2-3. Explanation to derivation of rotary-linear slip Srz

dl V -v
S =_I__n_

xz
VI

where

Vn =VCOS f3

Since f3 =r - 8, Eqn. 2.8 takes the form:

Chapter 2

(2.7)

(2.8)
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vn =vcosrcosB+vsinrsinB

The secondary speed components are:

(2.9)

9

Vz =vcosB

Hence

and Vx =vsinB

Besides, from Fig. 2-3

Inserting Eqns. 2.10 and 2.11 into 2.7 the slip takes the form

Since tgr =vz1 / vx1 ' Eqn. 2.7 finally takes the form

(2.10)

(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)

where:
Vn Vz - components of rotor speed,
Vl x, Viz - field velocities along x and z axes expressed by the equations:

(2.14)

The slip written in the form above is a function of two rotor speed
components Vx and Vz and two adequate speeds of the magnetic field. As was
mentioned above, the direction and the modulus of the rotor speed can vary
during the motor operation. If, for example, the rotor motion in the z
direction is blocked (the axial motion in the rotary-linear motor) the Vz

component drops to zero and the slip takes the form:
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(2.15)

which is well known from the theory of conventional motors.
The Eqn. 2.13 can also be obtained by starting from the following

definition of the rotary-linear slip:

(2.16)

where Vir is the synchronous speed in the direction of the rotor motion
(Fig. 2-3).
There is another way to derive the slip Eqn. 2.13. If the rotor moves with

asynchronous speed in relation to the stator field, it means that this field
varies for each point on the rotor surface. Thus, for the moving point P(XI,zI)
on the rotor surface (Fig. 2-3.b):

(2.17)

Hence

(2.18)

where lj/(t) is the angle between point P and the wave-front of the magnetic
field wave.
Differentiating each side of equation above, one can get

1r 1r
OJ--vx --vz =OJ2
vlx VIz

where vx, Vz are the rotary and linear speeds, respectively, and

dlf/(t)
OJ2 =--

dt

is the angular speed of point P in relation to the stator field.

(2.19)

(2.20)
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Similarly, as in the theory of conventional induction motors, it can be
written:

(2.21 )

Thus, from Eqns. 2.19 and 2.21, the Eqn. 2.13 is obtained.
If the motor work takes place at constant slip then one speed component

only depends on the other. For example, if the slip sxz = 0 - for the
synchronous version of motor - then from Eqn. 2.8 and 2.9 the following
relation is obtained:

(2.22)

Since Tn Tz and VIz are constants, the two rotor speed components only
depend on one another. In the case of the rotary-linear motor, the decreasing
of the axial speed (vz) contributes to the increase of rotary speed (vx) and vice
versa. The transformation of one speed into another takes place.

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD INA
MULTILAYER MOTOR

To determine the performance characteristics the most common approach
is to calculate them from the equivalent circuit of the motor. The parameters
of the circuit need to be determined from the electromagnetic field, which is
found from the field model of the motor. As was written in the Introduction,
to find the field components, the analytical method is used that is based on
Fourier's series technique. In this method the motor is represented by the N
layer structure shown in Fig. 2-4.
Each layer is homogeneous, isotropic and linear and defined by magnetic

permeability Pi, conductivity Yi and velocity Vi. The primary winding is
reduced to an infinitely thin current sheet placed between the second and the
third layer. The first layer corresponds to the teeth zone with a saturation
represented by the finite value of permeability P2. The current density of the
current layer is defined by the function:

J " J" [ '( 1r 1r)]= mexPJ wt--x--z
Tx Tz

(2.23)
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(n)

(0-1)

(i)

J' I

~ I

\ 'G'c (4)

\ (3)

(2)

(1)

Figure 2-4. N-Iayer motor model

Chapter 2

where J~ is the amplitude of linear current density and W=27Cf, is the
angular frequency.
In the homogeneous space the electromagnetic field is determined from

the Maxwell's equations written in the form:

VxH=J

- aE
VxE=--at

For the isotropic and homogeneous environment:

Besides, for the moving area

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

When the co-ordinate system is attached to the moving area then frequency

OJ"" =21rsxzf is expressed in terms of the slip Sxz, B=B(OJsxz,t)and the

Eqn. 2.28 can be reduced to J =yE [62].
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For convenience the vector potential A is used. In the problem discussed
here two A components occur: Ax and Az. The transformed Maxwell's
equations for the i-th layer expressed in the complex number form are as
follows:

'\72 Amxi =a/Amxi

'\72 Amzi =ai
2Amzi

where:

(2.29)

(2.30)

The relations between the electric field intensity E and the magnetic flux
density B and the vector potential A in the i-th layer are expressed by the
equations:

(2.31 )

Since there are no y-directed currents in the computational model, the
components Ey and Ay are assumed to be zero. The final solutions of
Eqn. 2.29, derived for i-th layer are as follows (see Appendix II):

EmXi =K;(y)F(x,z)

f .
Emzi =_.2.. Ki(y)F(x, z)

f x

(2.32)

where K'i and K"i are coefficients that are functions of the y component and
design parameters. Besides:
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F(x,z) =exp[- j('!!"'-x + .!!...-z)]
Tx T z

Chapter 2

(2.33)

The electromagnetic field components were derived in the coordinate
system attached to the secondary layers. Thus the current density
components in the secondary i-th layer are calculated in the following way:

(2.34)

4. MOTOR EQUIVALENT CmCUIT

An assumption of constant current density in the field model is
synonymous to the steady current source that supplies the motor. This
approach is commonly used in the field analysis of linear motors when the
coils of each phase are connected in series. With such a connection the
current density distribution along the motor is independent on the speed,
while the magnetic field distribution varies. This field variation is generated
by the edge effects.
In conventional rotary motors, when the symmetries of magnetic and

electric circuits are assured the magnetic field distribution in the air-gap is
constant. The field analysis can be carried out starting with the assumption
of the known magnetic flux density in the air-gap. This is synonymous to the
steady voltage source that supplies the motor winding.
When a steady current source is applied, the magnetic flux density in the

air-gap changes with the speed, what contributes to the variation of the
voltage across the winding terminals. If the motor is fed from the steady
voltage source the speed variation causes the change of primary and
secondary currents.
In the infinitely long and wide flat IM-2DMF the magnetic field

distribution in the air-gap is constant and the field analysis could be carried
out under the assumption of constant magnetomotive force in the air-gap.
Since the edge effects are taken into account (in the next section), the
electromagnetic field components will be derived assuming the known
primary current density.
There are differences in analysis of the motor performance if the motor is

supplied from a voltage or current source. Due to that the analysis of the
motor performance at steady state conditions will be carried out separately
for the motor fed from a current and a voltage source.
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To determine the motor performance at constant primary current II it is
sufficient to apply the equivalent circuit without the parameters RI and J(d of
the primary winding, since they do not influence the motor performance
characteristics. Thus the equivalent circuit that can be used does not contain
the stator winding parameters and it looks like the circuit shown in Fig. 2-5.

V
I

Figure 2-5. Equivalent circuit of IM-2DMF supplied from the current source

Since the relations that describe the electromagnetic field components are
the functions of the primary current (contained in the primary current density
expressions), the power crossing the air-gap, the power losses, as well as the
forces acting on the secondary layers can be determined directly from the
electromagnetic field equations without necessity of passing to the circuit
theory. Due to that, most of the authors of publications dealing with this type
of problem calculate the performance characteristics at steady current supply
without using the circuit model [I, 58, 63].
In the motor analyzed here, three magnetic field components and two

electric field components appear. That contributes to the rise of three force
components. The average in time values of force densities can be calculated
from the equations [61]:

Ix =O.5yRe{-Ernz Brn;}

I y =O.5y Re{Ernz B:x - ErnxB:z}

I z =O.5yRe{-Ernx Brn;}

(2.35)

The component/y is the force normal to the secondary surface (levitation
force in X-Y motor), and Ix and Iz are tangential components that drive the
motor. The entire values of these forces are being found by integration of
formulae 2.35 over the whole volume of the secondary. The driving forces
Fx and Fz may also be determined from the expressions applied in the theory
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of induction motors. In that case the power crossing the air-gap P" the
magnetic field speed VJ and the force Fxz acting on the secondary are linked
by the relation:

(2.36)

Since the power

(2.37)

hence the force

(2.38)

where D.P2 are the secondary power losses. _
The power losses can be derived applying Poynting's vector S [61]. Its

normal component Sn on the secondary surface is as follows

(2.39)

When the coordinate system is attached to the primary, Sn is equal to the
power entering the secondary (i.e. mechanical power + secondary power
losses). Here, the coordinates were linked with the secondary layers and the
Poynting's vector component is equal to the secondary power loss density.
The entire power losses are equal to the real part of the integral calculated
over the secondary surface Q according to the equation:

(2.40)

Referring to the IM-2DMF the Eqn. 2.38 is transformed into two
expressions related to two force components:

(2.41 )
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The electromotive force Eo (see Fig. 2-5) induced in the primary winding
by the magnetic flux CPo passing the current layer can be determine from the
expression:

where:

t.¥" :z

<1> 0 = f fBmY2 (x,Y,z) y:odxdz
00

(2.42)

(2.43)

- is the magnetic flux at synchronous speed (sxz = 0),
Bmy2 - is the normal component of magnetic flux density on the current

layer surface,
K IV - is the winding coefficient,
1(P) - number of turns per phase.
In order to find the voltage across the primary terminals it is necessary to

determine the primary resistance and leakage reactance. These parameters
can be found using the methods applied in conventional motors. The phase
voltage across the winding terminals is equal to (see Fig. 2-6):

(2.44)

where Eo is changing with the slip at constant current.

4.2 Motor supplied from a steady voltage source

An analysis of the performance of a motor supplied from a steady voltage
source is carried out most often by means of the equivalent circuit. When the
secondary source consists of homogeneous layers, as in the motor
considered here, the circuit parameters are determined from the
electromagnetic field components.
The secondary circuit can be represented by the network of impedances

of current paths. This method applied sometimes to rotary motors with solid
rotors [5, 8], can be used in the case of uniformly distributed currents in the
secondary. Due to the edge effects, the current distribution in the secondary
is not uniform. In that case the secondary parameters are calculated from the
active and reactive power losses [62]. This approach is applied here.
The equivalent circuit of the IM-2DMF shown in Fig. 2-6 corresponds

with the one well known from the theory of rotary induction motors. The
parameters shown there are:
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Rj , J(>1

X m.

RFe
R'], X']
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- resistance and leakage reactance of the primary,
- magnetising reactance,
- resistance, representing the primary core losses,
- resistance and leakage reactance of the secondary referred to
the primary side.

R'/s
2 Xl

Figure 2-6. Equivalent circuit ofIM-2DMF supplied from voltage source

The secondary parameters can be determined from the equations:

(2.45)

(2.46)

where:
LIP] and LlQ] - active and reactive power losses in the secondary,
m - number of primary phases,
h - secondary equivalent current related to the primary side,
The secondary active and reactive power losses can be determined from

Poynting's vector defined by the Eqn. 2.39 and quoted again here:

It represents the apparent power crossing the secondary surface unit.
Since the coordinate system of the field model in section 2 was attached to
the secondary, this apparent power does not contain the mechanical power. It
is equal to the surface density of the secondary power losses. Thus, the entire
active and reactive power losses are calculated as the integrals over the
secondary surface A:
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(2.47)

(2.48)

The equivalent secondary current referred to the primary winding can be
determined from the equation:

. F r

12 =-..!!!....1(
P'm

(2.49)

where:
II - phase primary current,

F~, F~ - amplitudes of primary and secondary magnetomotive forces.
For the nih motor layer these are calculated from the
equations:

x

F~ = JJmzCx,z)dx
o

X g+d, x g+d,+ds

F~ = f fY4 Emz4(X,z)dxdy+ f fYsEmzs(x,z)dxdy+,..+
o g 0 g+d,

X g+d4 +···+JII _ 1+dll

+ J JYn Emzn(x,z)dxdy
o g+d4 +...+dll _ 1

The magnetizing reactance X m. is calculated as the ratio:

X =Eo

m 1
m

(2.50)

(2.51 )

(2.52)

where Eo is the electromotive force expressed by Eqn. 2.42 and the
magnetizing current 1m. is found from the equation:
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1 =F: 1
m F'\' I

m

where:

Chapter 2

(2.53)

(2.54)

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2-6 has the secondary branch
common for all the secondary layers. It can be split into separate parallel
branches representing adequate layers. In the case of a double layer
secondary, consisting of e.g. copper and back iron, the secondary circuit is
similar to the circuit of a double-cage rotor as shown in Fig. 2-7.

Figure 2-7. Equivalent circuit of IM-2DMF with double-layer secondary

In this case the secondary parameters are calculated from the equations:

, LV(4)
~4) = I' 12 'm 1(4)

, L\Q(4)
X(4) = I' 12m 1(4,5)

(2.55)

The active and reactive power losses in the two secondary layers are:

LV(5) = ffRe {S(5)}dq,
Q

L\Q(5) =ffIm {S(5)}dq
Q

(2.56)

(2.57)

The entire power losses in the secondary tiP' and tiQ' are expressed by
the Eqns. 2.47 and 2.48. The surface density ofthe apparent power crossing
the 5th layer is
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(2.58)

The current of the two secondary layers 1(4,5) and the current of the 5th

layer can be calculated as follows:

f = 04,5) I f = 05) I
(4,5) F" I' (5) F" I

m m

where the magnetomotive forces are

xg+~ xg+~+~

04,5) = f fr4 Emz4(X,z)dxdy+ f fr5 Emz5(X,z)dxdy,
o g 0 g+d,

x g+d,+ds

F(5) = f fr5 Emz5(X,z)dxdy
o g+d,

Similarly as for rotary motors, the secondary resistance

equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2-6 can be split into two
shown in Fig. 2-8.

(2.59)

(2.60)

R; /sxz of the

resistances as

X',2 R'
2

I - s
R' __x_Z

2 S
xz

:::;>
Pm

Figure 2-8. Equivalent circuit of rotor of 1M-2DMF

Since the motor moves in the direction between x and z axes the
, l-s

resistance R2 __x_z represents the mechanical power of the resultant
sxz

motion. This resistance can be divided into two resistances representing the
mechanical power components of the two motion components along x and z
axes in the following way:
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The entire mechanical power Pm is a sum of two components:

Chapter 2

(2.61)

where
Pmx - the mechanical power ofmotion component in x direction, and
Pmz - the mechanical power ofmotion component in z direction.

From the circuit shown in Fig. 2-8 the mechanical power is:

(2.62)

where m is the number of phases.
Inserting Eqn. 2.13 into 2.62 the following expression is obtained:

(2.63)

Defining the following quantities:

and inserting them into Eqn. 2.63 the following relation is obtained:

'2 ,1- sx '2' 1- Sz
Pmx + Pmz =mI2 R2--+mI2 R2--

sxz sxz

(2.64)

(2.65)

After a transformation the new secondary circuit is as shown in Fig. 2-9.
In the case of the rotary-linear motor (see Fig. 2-2) the Pmx is the mechanical
power of rotary motion and Pmz is the mechanical power of linear motion.
Fig. 2-10 is a power flow diagram illustrating the mechanical power
division.
The parameters of the secondary circuit are functions of the slip. To

determine the electromechanical characteristics on the basis of the
equivalent circuit it is necessary to determine their values for the entire range
of the speed that is concerned. In the case of the double-layer secondary
(copper and iron) the resistance of a conducting layer, at its certain
thickness, has the predominant influence on motor performance. Since this
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~ Pm'

I - s
R' --'-'
2 S

S7.

I - s
R' --'-

2 S
....1.

~ P nll

Figure 2-9. Equivalent circuit of rotor of IM-2DMF with "mechanical" resistances split into
two components

_p_,_- tp~
----------------il..- Pmz

lP:
, ~P2

Figure 2-10. Power flow diagram of IM-2DMF

resistance is nearly constant, the electromechanical characteristics calculated
at constant parameters do not differ much from those found when they vary
with speed.

5. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The characteristics of all electromechanical quantities when are drawn as
functions of slip Sxz or speed components Vx and Vz have the shape of a
surface, not curves as for IM-IDMF. As an example, a force-slip
characteristic is shown in Fig. 2-11.
Considering the steady state operation of the machine set: motor + load,

the operating point depends on the mechanical characteristics of both
machines. In the case of the IM-2DMF the work of such a machine set
depends on its mechanical characteristics, which are the functions of speed
components Vx and Vz•

In order to determine the operating point of the machine set, let be
considered the rotary-linear motor with the rotating-traveling field. Let the
rotor be loaded by two machines acting independently on linear (axial) and
rotational directions with the load force characteristics shown in Fig. 2-12.
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o.

Figure 2-11. Force-slip characteristic oflM-2DMF

Chapter 2

•
V1.

Figure 2-12. Load characteristics for IM-2DMF

The equilibrium of the machine set takes place when the resultant load
force is equal in its absolute value and opposite to the force developed by the
motor. The direction of the electromagnetic force of the motor is constant
according to the relation 2.6 and does not depend on the load. Thus, at
steady state operation both load forces Fix and Flz acts against motor force
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components Fx and Fz in the same direction if the following relation
between them takes place:

F F. T
_x = --!!.. = ctga = _z .
Fz F;z Tx

(2.66)

In order to determine graphically the operating point where the above
relation holds, it is necessary to draw all mechanical characteristics on a
common graph as functions of speed components Vx and v" as shown in
Fig. 2-13. To compare and to draw both load characteristics on a common
graph, the real load forces Fix and Flz acting separately on rotational and

linear directions should be transformed into F;~ and F;~, forces acting on the

direction of the motor force F. These equivalent forces are

(2.67)

The transformed load characteristics drawn as a function of Vx and v" as
shown i.!!...fig. 2-13, are the surfaces intersecting one another along the
section KA. This section that forms the Fb) characteristic is a set of points
where the following equation is fulfilled:

(2.68)

Inserting Eqns. 2.67 into 2.68 the relation 2.66 is obtained.
The load characteristic FI(v) intersects with the motor characteristic at

points A and B, where the equilibrium of the whole machine set takes place.
To check if the two points are stable the steady state stability criterion can be
used, which is applied to rotary motors in the following form:

at the assumption

dF;x 0 d dF;z 0--> an -->
dvx dvz

(2.69)

(2.70)

Applying this criterion, point A in Fig. 2-13 is a stable one and point B is
unstable. More on that can be found in [43].
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F

F' () Fix
Ix V = casu

Chapter 2

Figure 2-13. Detennination of the operating point A of the machine set with IM-2DMF

6. CONVERSION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
IM-2DMF INTO ONE OF IM-IDMF

Referring to Fig. 2-1 one can see that the change of motion direction of
the field wave contributes to the change of pole pitches .x and .z if the wave
length remains steady. In the case of the turning of the wave towards the z
direction the pole pitch .z is decreasing, while the pitch .x is increasing.
When the wave motion goes on along the z direction then the pole pitch .z
equals half of the wave-length and the pitch .x reaches infinity. Inserting into
function 2.1 .x=oo, the field description expressed by two space coordinates
turns to the description of the magnetic field ofIM-l DMF, referred to as a
flat linear motor:

(2.71)
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In the case of the magnetic wave description of a rotary-linear motor by
Eqn. 2.2, if 'z=OO is substituted, function B(x, z) changes to the form:

(2.72)

which describes the magnetic flux density wave of a rotary motor.
Applying the same procedure to the speed relations 2.14, i.e. inserting

,x=oo the speed Vlx=OO. Doing the same to the slip equation 2.13, i.e. inserting
Vlx=OO, the slip turns to the form

v
sxz =1__z (2.73)

Viz

which is well known from the theory of linear or rotary motors.
T

The force componentFx =Fz _z from Eqn. 2.6 equals to zero after
Tx

substitution 'x =00. Similarly, all the relations derived for IM-2DMF change
to the equations valid for IM-IDMF if either ,x=oo or ,z=oo is substituted.
The conclusion from the above reasoning is, that the mathematical model

of the IM-2DMF is more general with respect to the model ofIM-lDMF and
the equations derived for IM-2DMF can be converted to the ones of rotary or
linear motors.
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COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF IM-2DMF
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT FINITE DIMENSIONS
OF PRIMARY STRUCTURE, AND CURRENT
AND WINDING ASYMMETRIES

So far an idealized IM-2DMF with sinusoidal magnetic field in an air
gap and infinitely long and wide, i.e. without any edge effects, has been
analyzed. The real motor, in general terms, can be equipped with an
asymmetrical winding (e.g. single-phase motor with auxiliary winding) and
asymmetrical current flowing in it. Furthermore, the winding is distributed in
the slots and the primary or the secondary has finite dimensions. This latter
contributes to the non-uniform distribution of the magnetic field in the air
gap called edge effects. A more complicated problem is, if the supply current
is nonsinusoidal.
Proposed in this chapter is the mathematical model of the motor taking

into account the primary winding and current asymmetry simultaneously
with the discrete winding distribution in the slots and the finite width and
length of the motor. A more general model is discussed in [18, 19] where
additionally the nonsinusoidal current and nonuniform distribution of molten
metal in an induction pump is considered.
The computational model should take into account the motor geometry.

Among the IM-2DMFs the most complex phenomena occur in the flat X-Y
motor and in the motor with the spherical rotor. To find the electromagnetic
field, a 3-D field model has to be considered. The rotary-linear motors, due
to the circumferential electric and magnetic symmetry can be described
using 2-D model, which is contained in 3-D one as its particular case.
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1. 3-D FIELD MODEL OF IM-2DMF

The representative of the IM-2DMF is a flat X-V motor of finite width
and length of primary as shown in Fig. 3-1. This motor is represented by the
multilayer motor structure with the electric and magnetic properties similar
to those, which are in the model defined in chapter 2 section 3. The primary
core is infinitely long and wide in the computational model, while the
infinitely thin current sheet has the dimensions adequate to the surface of the
real armature.

y

Figure 3-1. Model of IM-2DMF with finite dimensions ofprimary and secondary parts

There are papers [50, 51] applying the Fourier's series method, which
takes into account the finite dimensions of the primary core. The results
contained in [51] indicate that this has little effect on motor performance.
In general, the primary current sheet placed between the primary and air

gap consists of two layers representing two windings, which are
perpendicular to one another, as it is in one of the constructions of flat X-Y
motors shown in Fig. I-I. One of the current layers has x directed current Jx,

the another, symbolized by J" contains the z directed current. The influence
of end connections of the winding is ignored. The secondary moves with
speed v in the direction that forms, with the motion direction of magnetic
field, angle a (Fig. 3-1).

It is assumed that each winding consists of m phases supplied by
unsymmetrical phase currents. Further consideration will concern the motor
with the current layer of the x directed winding only, represented by the
current linear density Jx• A similar approach could be taken for current
density Jz. The entire electromagnetic field in the motor will be an effect of
two windings.
The current density with the discrete winding distribution in the slots is

described by the following formula (see Appendix I):
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where:
Jmxvhql - amplitude of hvqt1h

harmonic,

31

(3.1 )

1
1"zvh = ---:2:-:hc---v-

q-+t-
1", 1"z

q,t= 1,-1, (3.2)

'1 - tooth pitch,
'z - pole pitch,
v - 1, 3, 5, 7, ... - phase harmonics,
h - 0, 1, 2, 3, '" - tooth harmonics.
The stator slotting of both windings is included in the motor model by

introducing an equivalent air gap g, defined as

(3.3)

where Kcx and Kcz are Carter's coefficients for x and z directed slots
expressed in the form:

K = 1",x(z) (5 g + blx(z»)

cx(z) (5 b ) b2
1"IX(Z) g + Ix(z) - Ix(z)

(3.4)

where: b l - slot opening, g - the real air-gap, "I - tooth pitch.
As was written above, the finite dimensions of the primary are

represented by the finite length L and width W of the current layer. Since the
Fourier's method is used to solve differential field equations the current
layer in the computational model is represented by a double series of
identical layers as shown in Fig. 3-2. This is analytically expressed by the
double-series of current density in the following way:

Jx(t,z) =IIIIIIJmxklvhq, eXP[i(wt-...!!....-z)]
I k v h q , 1"zvh

.cos (k'!!-'- x) cos(l'!!-'- z)
1""x 1""z

(3.5)
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~~~~;;~ii~~:Jz~~~~~~~~ (2)
(3)

+-E-f-+~:-++-~r+-~:-+~:-++-E-f-+~:-+~:-++-~ (4)

-,,-.;>...;:~-,,-......,~-t-"t-->'-"-"'>"";""""'-"-';>"';:~-"-"""'-"-"'>"";""""'-"-""""''''(5)

Figure 3-2. Multi-layer field model of IM-2DMF with finite length L and width W of
primary current layer

where

Jmx/dvhql =~ sin (k WJrJsin (I LJr JJmxvhql
Jr kl 2r.<x 2r.<z

k, I = I, 3, 5, ... - harmonics of the double-series of current density
After trigonometric transformation Eqn. 3.5 takes the form

Jx(t,z) =IIIIIIII±JmxklVhql
Ikurvhql

.eXP[i(ml _...!!-x--!!-zJ]
r xku r zlrvh

where

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

u, r= 1,-1
The symbols r:u and r:" are the pitches of fictitious multi-primary model

(Fig. 3-2). The differences: cx = r.<x - Land Cz = r.<z - Ware the gaps
between fictitious primaries. These gaps should have values such that the
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magnetic field of the preceding primary does not overlap the field of the next
ones. The assessment method of these gaps is given in [37].
The current density written in the form 3.7 is a sum of k,/ harmonics of

Jxhvqt, which each is the sum of four waves (u, r = 1,-1) of the length 2Lxk and
2LZhvl, moving in the direction defined by two space co-ordinates x and z. The
slip of the secondary related to these waves is described by the equation

1 V x Vz
S xzklurYhq/ = - --- --

v xku vz!>"r

in which

(3.9)

(3.10)

The electromagnetic field of the motor whose discrete winding
distribution and finite length and width are taken into account is calculated
as the harmonic sum:

Em =IIIIIIIIEmklurvhq,'
klurvhql

Bm =IIIIIIIIBmkIUrvhq,
k I u r v h q

(3.11 )

where the klurvhqt'h harmonic of the Hand B components are calculated
from Eqns. 2.32 after substitutions LX = Lxku, LZ = Lzlvhr> Sxz = Sxzklurvhqt,

J mx = 0.25 ·Jmxklurvhq/'

To calculate the average values of force and power loss densities in the {h

secondary layer the following equations are used:

1 { - -.}M; =2"Yi Re Em;' Emi

(3.12)

(3.13)

The total driving forces and secondary power losses can be calculated
also as the sums of forces and power losses generated by the field
harmonics. Thus:
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M= IIIIIIIIMk/unhqt
klurvhqt

where:

F Mklurvhqt
(n)klurvhqt =----....:......--

V(n)klurvhq,Sxzklurvhqt

n =X, Z

Chapter 3

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.16)

2. MULTI-HARMONIC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The multi-harmonic field model presented in chapter 3 section I takes
into account the motor edge effects. These contribute to current asymmetry
if the winding is supplied from a symmetrical voltage source. Due to this
asymmetry the motor analysis should be carried out using a multi-harmonic
equivalent circuit, separate for each phase winding.

In general, let a motor with an asymmetrical winding be supplied from an
asymmetrical m phase voltage source as shown in Fig. 3-3. The voltage
equations that correspond with the circuit in Fig. 3-3 are as follows:

v.(I) =£(1) +(R(I) +jX(I»)j<I)
1 0 1 ,,1 1

v.(2) =£(2) +(R(2) +jX(2))I(2)
1 0 1 .1"1 1

v.(m) =£(m) + (R(m) + jx(m») I(m)
1 0 1 "I I

(3.1 7)
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(3.18)

( )....)-------------------------I( secondary

Figure 3-3. Circuit model ofmulti-phase winding of IM-2DMF

The circuit parameters R1 and X,I are resistances and leakage reactances
of the primary phase windings. These can be determined using conventional
methods.

E(~I) , E(~2) , ...... , E~m) are the voltages induced in the phase windings by

the magnetic fluxes linked with them. These magnetic fluxes are generated
by m phase windings and are the sums of all harmonics expressed in the field

model. The voltages are calculated as the sums of voltages E~r:) induced in

n coils of each p phase:

E
(I) - E(I) E(I) E(I)
(I - 0(1) + 0(2) +... + (I(n)

E
(2) - E(2) E(2) E(2)
o - o(l) + 0(2) +... + o(n)

E
(m) - E(m) E(m) E(m)
o - 0(1) + 0(2) +... + o(n)

The E~r:) can be determined from the electric field component Ex in the

layer i = 2 in the following way:
w

E,~~:) = jOJJ;~~) L L LLLLLLf
h k I II r v h q t_!..

2

[( E(I) ) + (E(I) ) ]
mr2kJllrvhrql z=:I"" mr2kluTvhrqt z=z(m'+r

(II) (Ill z

+ .
dx

(3.19)
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where:

1(~~) - are the number oftums in the nih coil ofm'h phase winding

zi~) - are the positions of the coils on z axis.
The voltages E~P) induced in the lh phase can also be expressed in

terms of stator currents, which generate the electromagnetic field whose
components are as follows (see Appendix II):

E (p) - J(p)K'(p)( )F( )
mxiklurlnqt - i Y X, z

E (p) -'zlrlnql J(p)K'(p) ()F( )
mziklllrmqt - ---- i Y X, Z

'kllx

B(p) =- 'Pi 'zlrmqt J(p) K:'(p) ( )F( )
mXlklllrmql j I Y X, z

OJ 'kllx

B(p) = au 'zlrmqt J(p) K:(p) ( )F( )
my,klllrmql I Y X, z

OJ Jr

B (p) -' Pi J(p)K"(p) ()F( )
mxiklllrmql - - j - i Y X, z

OJ

(3.19)

According to this the klurvhqt'h harmonic of the rms voltage induced in
the plh phase winding is calculated as follows:

w

E(p) =J(I)j'2c~n OJ r:(p) 2fK(l) [F (x z(P») +F (x z(p) +, )J dx
oklllrvhqt L..J {;;2 3 IY =0 ' c 'c z

c=1 "L w
2

c = n T(p)

+J(2)j2I~
c=l 12

W

2

fK(2) [F (x Z(P») +F (x Z(p) +, )Jdx
3 ly=O ' c 'c z

W

2

w
c = n T(p) 2

+J(m)j'2,,~ fK(m) [F (x Z(P») +F (x Z(p) +, )Jdx
L..J {;;2 3 ly=O ' c 'c z
c=1 "L w

2

(3.20)

or written in another form:
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E (p) Z(lp) /(1) Z(2p) /(2) z(mp ) /(m) (321)
oklur>hqt = oklur>hqt + oklur>hqt + + oklur>hqt •

• • s: thAccording to the above equations the motor equivalent CIrcUIt lor p
phase can be drawn as shown in the Fig. 3-4.

I (p) R(~) XIP)
'1

E IPP) 101')

11111111 Z11111111

Eoo) to 100)
klurvhql • Z ~ur"hql

ViP) Imp) o (mp) 1 1m)
E11111111 • Z11111111

Imp) Imp) . 1 1m)E klur"hql Z~U"f1q1

Figure 3-4. Multi-hannonic equivalent circuit of IM-2DMF for /h phase

The EMFs Ifr) are now shown as the voltage drops across the "self
. d "Z (pp) d" t I' d "z(mp ) h thImpe ances oklllr vhqt an mu ua Impe ances oklur>hqt' were e

voltages of the klurvhqlh harmonic depend on the currents flowing in the
other windings.
The klurvhqlh harmonic of impedances might be rolled up into the

resultant impedances expressed in the following way:

z(m
p

) =IIIIIIIIZ~:'~~qt
k I II V h q

(3.22)

(3.23)

According to this, the equivalent circuit, which was used to farther
calculations, is shown in Fig. 3-5.

It must be pointed out that the values of impedances depend on the rotor
speed, so they have to be determined for the different speeds over the whole
range the motor is to be operated.
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veP)

(p) ...sp) ,)p)
I ~, ~~

~Z(PP)

E('P) cD Z('P). I (1)

____E_"1'_'PZ'~' I·'

Chapter 3

Figure 3-5. Multi-harmonic equivalent circuit of IM-2DMF for p'h phase with equivalent
self- Zpp) and mutual i-mp) impedances

In the following chapters, calculation examples of modeling of induction
motors with one- and two-degrees of mechanical freedom are presented.
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SIMULATION OF INDUCTION MOTORS WITH
TWO DEGREES OF MECHANICAL FREEDOM

To illustrate the application of the theory derived in the preceding
chapters the calculations of electromagnetic field and motor performance in
steady-state conditions of a few types of motors with two degrees of
mechanical freedom are presented. These are as follows:
- Rotary-linear induction motors; among them are:
- twin-armature motor,
- double-winding motor,
- motor with rotating-traveling magnetic field,

- motor with spherical rotor,
- X-V flat linear motor.

1. ROTARY-LINEAR INDUCTION MOTORS

The common feature of this type of motor is the helical motion
performed by the rotor. The speed of this motion consists of two
components: rotary and linear speed. The share of each component differs
during the motor operation. In two particular cases the rotor performs only
one of them, moving either with rotary or linear motion. In the following
sections a modeling and performance analysis of the three types of rotary
linear motors mentioned above will be considered. Each motor type has a
different construction, which determines its particular performance.
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1.1 Twin-armature rotary-linear induction motor

The scheme of the motor construction was shown earlier in Fig. 1-2.The
particular motor was built (Fig. 4-1) and the main dimensions are shown in
Fig. 4-2.

Figure 4-1. Laboratory model of twin-armature rotary-linear induction motor

Linear armature

Figure 4-2. Main dimensions of the laboratory model of twin-armature rotary-linear
induction motor
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As indicated, the two armatures produce the rotating and traveling
magnetic fields that act on a common rotor. The result of that is the torque
and thrust, which drive the rotor with a helical motion. If the two armatures
are not too close to one another, the electromagnetic interaction between
them is negligible. Thus the motor can be treated as a pair of two
independent motors, rotary and linear, whose rotors are coupled stiffly by a
mechanical clutch. However, since each armature has a finite length, some
end effects will be expected. The influence of these effects on the magnetic
field of both armature and further - on torque and thrust, is linked with the
linear motion. Thus, there is an influence of linear motion on the "rotary
motor", but the rotary motion does not influence the "linear motor", since
both armatures are cylindrical. In consequence, though, the theoretical
approach does not have to consider an electromagnetic link between two
armatures, but it should take into account the influence of linear velocity on
the performance of the "rotary motor".

Computational model

The computational field model of the motor that aims to determine the
electromagnetic field in the motor is shown in Fig. 4-3. It is defined by the
following assumptions:
a) Electromagnetic interaction between the two armatures is negligible,
therefore the motor comprises a set of two independent motors: rotary
and tubular linear, and their rotors are coupled stiffly and moving with a
rotary linear motion.

b) Each motor comprises a 5-layer structure, whose layers are homogenous,
isotropic and linear. They are defined by the following physical
constants: stator iron core (layer 1) with magnetic permeability III = 00,

electric conductivity 'YI = 0; tooth zone (2) with 112, 'Y2 = 0; air gap (3)
with 113 = 110, 'Y3 = 0; rotor conducting sheet (4) with 114, 'Y4; rotor iron core
(5) with Ils, 'Ys·

Figure 4-3. Computational model of rotary-linear induction motor (for a single armature of
L length of twin armature motor)
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c) The stator winding of each motor is represented by an infinitely thin
current sheet attached to the layer 1, and its linear current density is
defined as follows:
for the linear armature:

for the rotary armature:

Jz(I,X) =LJzmv COS(ml-'!!""'X]
v 'xv

where

Jzmv,Jxmv - are amplitudes of the vth (phase) harmonic

'zv' 'xv - are pole pitches of the V
1h
harmonic

, ,
, =-2l. , =....&

xv 'IV
V V

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

v= -1,5, -7,11, -13, ...
d) The iron core of each armature is infinitely long in the z direction, but the
current sheets have finite length Lr and L1for the rotary and linear
armatures respectively. Since a Fourier series method is used to solve the
differential equations of the electromagnetic field, the current sheet of
each armature is replaced by an infinite chain of identical current sheets
(see Fig. 4-3 and also Fig. 3-2.), where the distance between adjacent
sheets is t s - L. The stator current densities of such current layers are
described by the functions:

Jx(t,z) = LLJmxv, cos(mt-'!!""'z]cos('!!""'z]
I v ~ ~I

Jz(t,x,z) =LLJmzv, cos(ml _.!!.....x)cos(.!!.....z]
I v ~ ~d

(4.4)

(4.5)
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After trigonometric transformation, Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 take the form (see
chapter 3):

Jx(t,z) =LLL!Jmxvi eXP[J(OJt--.!!..-z]J (4.6)
r I v 2 'zvlr

where:

J 4J 1. (ILrtr]mzvl=- mzl- s1n --
tr I 2"

1= -1, -3, -5, -7, ...
r = -1, 1
LI, Lr - are the lengths of the linear and rotary armatures.

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

Each vlfh harmonic of both current densities is represented by the two
waves. For the linear armature these are two waves traveling along z axis
with two different speeds. In the case of the rotary armature these are two
rotating-traveling waves moving in the same circumferential direction, but in
two opposite linear directions.

Motor performance

The main goal of modeling the motor is to analyze the motor
performance. The calculation resulting from modeling should also illustrate
the complex phenomena that do not exist in conventional motors, i.e. the
edge effects, which are due to the helical motion of the rotor. The influence
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of this type motion can be illustrated in the magnetic field distribution in the
air-gap as well as in the electromechanical characteristics determined at
steady state conditions.
Such calculations were done for the particular motor shown in Fig. 4-1.

They are presented in [34, 40, 46]. The data of this motor are as follows (see
also Fig. 4-2):

Rotary armature
Armature length
Pole pitch
3-phase winding with the:
- number of slots per pole per phase
- linear current density amplitude

Linear armature:
Armature length
Pole pitch
3-phase winding with the:
- number of slots per pole per phase
- linear current density amplitude

Rotor
Rotor length
Rotor diameter
Copper sheet thickness
Air gap
Conductivity of the copper sheet
Conductivity of the rotor iron layer

Lr = 0.107 m
Txl = 0.0675 m

qr= 2
Jmzl =2738 . IzNm

LI = 0.123 m
Tz = 0.0615 m

ql = I
Jmxl = 21996· Ix Nm

Lro! = 2.0 m
Dr = 0.086
d= 0.0011 m
g= 0.0005 m
Y3 = 57 . 106 S/m
14 = 5.9 . 106 S/m

The calculations of magnetic field distributions were carried out for the
supply frequency f= 50 Hz, and armature currents: I r = 3.24 A, and II = 3 A.
The results are shown in Fig. 4-4 in the form of magnetic flux density
distributions in the air gap on the rotor surface along both motor armatures.
To illustrate the influence of finite armature length, the characteristics

were determined at two rotor linear speeds and compared with the
characteristics of infinity long armatures (L = (0) where no end effects occur.
The significant deformation of characteristics illustrates the influence of
finite armature length at high linear speed. The magnetic field is damped at
entry edge of both armatures, while it is sustained at the exit edges.
The mechanical characteristics were determined first at constant current

supply, then at constant voltage using the motor equivalent circuit presented
in chapter 2. The results are published in detail in [10, 11, 45]. Here in
Figs. 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 characteristics calculated at constant supply voltage
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are presented. Fig. 4-5 shows the family of characteristics of torque and
linear force ys. rotary slip determined for rotary armature at different linear
speeds. The higher this speed is the more deteriorated the torque and the
higher the linear force that breaks the rotor.

(a)

-1.0

B, [T] 0.4

0.3

II s=0.01
IV--

(b)

1.0 1.5

Figure 4-4. Magnetic flux density distributions on the rotor surface of twin-armature rotary
linear motor: (a) along rotary armature, (b) along linear armature at n = 0
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Figure 4-5. Characteristics of: (a) torque T and (b) linear force Fr vs. rotary speed n
produced by the rotary armature at different linear speeds Vz of the rotor
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Figure 4-6. Force FI, input power PI and efficiency '7 YS. linear speed Y characteristics
calculated for infinitely long (----) and of finite length (-) linear annature
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Figure 4-7. Characteristics of linear force produced by the motor YS. linear slip

Fig. 4-6 shows mechanical characteristics calculated for the linear
armature with and without end effects. They also illustrate the deterioration
of thrust and efficiency caused by the finite armature length. The braking
force produced by the rotary armature lowers the linear force developed by
the linear armature. This is shown in Fig. 4-7. In general, the finite armature
length affects not only the torque and thrust but also contributes to an
increase of currents and electric power losses and a decrease of power factor.
This is shown in more detail in [16,20,55].
To verify the accuracy of modeling the motor, the laboratory motor

model was tested on the measurement stand that is described in section 104
and in the references [32, 36]. Fig. 4-8 shows the magnetic flux density
distributions along both armatures measured and calculated on the rotor
surface. In Figo4.9 some of the electromechanical characteristics are
presented, measured and calculated at constant supply voltage.
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Figure 4-8. Experimental (--oo.) and simulated characteristics of magnetic flux density
distribution on the surface of the rotor of twin-armature rotary-linear motor: (a)
for rotary armature, (b) for linear armature at zero rotor speed
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Figure 4-9. Experimental and simulated characteristics determined: (a) for the rotary
armature (torque T, current I and efficiency 17 vs, rotary speed n), (b) for the
linear armature (linear force F" current I and efficiency 17 VS, linear speed v)

Due to the short rotor high linear speed has not been reached during the
measurements. The discrepancies between the characteristics obtained from
the measurements and simulation are not significant. This indicates that the
mathematical model describes the motor with relatively good accuracy.
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1.2 Double-winding rotary linear motor

The double-winding rotary-linear motor is a modification of the twin
armature motor. It has similar rotary and linear windings put together in the
same armature core in such a way that one winding overlaps another
(FigA.I0).

2BB

Linear winding

\\\

Tx = 0.0675 m
T1x = 0.01125 m
bsx = 0.0028 m

Figure 4-10. Scheme of double-winding rotary-linear induction motor

Since the windings are placed perpendicularly to one another no
electromagnetic interaction between them is expected under the assumption
of an unsaturated magnetic circuit. The operation of the motor can be
regarded as the work of two independent motors, both rotary and tubular
linear, whose rotors are coupled rigidly together. In the real motor, where the
iron core can be partially saturated by the cumulative interaction ofmagnetic
fields of both windings the mutual magnetic interaction should be taken into
account.
The mathematical model of the motor assumes the linearity of all motor

elements. In this case the electromagnetic properties will not differ from that
of the twin-armature motor. The only difference that can occur lies in the
magnetic flux density distribution on the rotor surface. The calculations of
the electromagnetic field should be performed jointly for two linear current
densities.
The laboratory motor model shown in Fig. 4-11 is an object of analysis.

Its constructional data are as follows:
Rotary winding:
Pole-pitch
Tooth pitch
Slot opening
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Number of slots per pole per phase
Number of wires in the slot
Linear current density of the first phase harmonic (v)
(no tooth harmonics are considered):

J _ 6J2Ir wr • (,,)
mzl - SIn -

"rtx 6

Linear winding:
Pole-pitch
Tooth pitch
Slot opening
Number of slots per pole per phase
Number of wires in the slot
Linear current density of the first phase harmonic (v)
(no tooth harmonics are considered):

Armature core length
Rotor - the same as for twin-armature motor

qr= 2
wr = 60

Tz = 0.072 m
T,z= 0.024 m
bsz = 0.012 m
ql = I
WI = 210

L = 0.288 m

49

Figure 4-11. Laboratory model of double-winding rotary-linear induction motor
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The calculations of the electromagnetic field and motor performance
were done for the supply frequency f = 50Hz. The magnetic flux density
distributions determined on the rotor surface along the stator length (z axis)
at different rotor speeds, when two windings were supplied, are shown in
Fig. 4-12.
In the middle of the stator length the maximums can be spotted. It is the

result of interference of two opposite magnetic poles of rotating and
traveling fields. The position of these deformations, though stable on the
rotor surface, differs on the rotor circumference with respect to the
longitudinal axis if two windings are supplied with the same frequency.
These deformations will be moving if the windings are supplied with
different frequencies.
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" ..... \ \." of! \ '.J; ,I \ ,". l / \ j\ n=0.8n" vz=0.8v,z
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Figure 4-12. Magnetic flux density distribution on the rotor surface of double-winding
rotary-linear motor at different rotary n and linear Vz speeds

To make the characteristics more readable, no tooth harmonics of linear
and rotary windings were included. These harmonics significantly
deteriorate the motor performance causing a decrease of torque and linear
force and an increase of power losses in the rotor. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4-13 where rotary and linear forces vs. rotary speed characteristics,
determined for the rotary winding at different linear speeds are presented.
Although, the performance of twin-armature and double-winding motors

are similar, the application of the first motor mentioned is more advisable,
not only because of better performance, but also due to the easier
manufacturing process.
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Figure 4-13. Mechanical characteristics of rotary force Frx and linear force F", vs. rotary
speed n detennined for rotary winding of double-winding rotary-linear motor
at different linear speeds Vz

To verify the mathematical model of the motor, a test was carried out on
the motor laboratory model. Fig. 4-14 shows the magnetic flux density
distribution measured in the air-gap on the rotor surface, along the motor
axis. The measurements that show the influence of the linear winding
slotting are compared with simulated characteristic calculated without
inclusion of stator slots. More details on this motor are presented in [41).

0.3
By [T]

1,=3A
1,=9A
v,=O

0.2 v,=O

test

0.1 theory

0.0
zIt,

-3 -2 -1 0 2 3

Figure 4-14. Experimental and theoretical characteristics of magnetic flux density
distribution on the rotor surface of double-winding rotary-linear motor when
two windings are supplied
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1.3 Rotary-linear motor with rotating-traveling field

Construction and operation

The two versions of rotary-linear motors discussed in the previous
sections allow the development of the helical rotor motion due to the
generation of two magnetic fields by two independent windings: rotating and
traveling. The motor discussed in this section develops the resultant
magnetic field, which moves helically. The scheme of the motor
construction is shown in Fig. 4-15.

Figure 4-15. Construction scheme of rotary-linear induction motor with rotating-traveling
field

The stator consists of several armatures, built similarly to the one of a
conventional rotary induction motor. Each armature produces a rotating
magnetic field. If all of them rotate with the same phase (Fig. 4-16.a) the
resultant field is a rotating one. When there is a shift between the adjacent
rotating fields by the same angle (Fig. 4-16.b), the resultant field moves
helically.

Figure 4-16. Generation of (a) rotating and (b) rotating-traveling fields
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In order to change the motion direction of this field two methods can be
applied: mechanically - by turning round the armatures, and electrically - by
changing the connections of winding terminals of all armatures. In the latter
case the direction of the field motion changes stepwise. The direction of
force affecting the rotor changes accordingly the field motion direction.
A modification of this type of motor is the construction with linear

armatures placed symmetrically in parallel around the rotor surface. The
performance of this type ofmotor is discussed in [32].

Computational model

The general mathematical field model of the motor with rotating
traveling field has been described in chapter 2 and chapter 3. The linear
current density of the stator that produces the rotating magnetic field has
been written in general form without referring to the particular construction.
Due to that, it is necessary to describe the current density for this particular
motor.
Now, considered is the motor that was built as a prototype, which has six

identical rotary armatures. The stator armatures are supplied from a 3-phase
source and they are connected in such a way that their current linear
densities are displaced from one another by the angle n/3 rad as shown in
Fig. 4-17.

z

Figure 4-17. Distribution of linear current densities of rotary armatures
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The current density of each armature is described by the following
function:

Jz (t,x) =LJzmvcos({j)t-!!-x]
v Txv

(4.11 )

If every third armature is considered as a pair then the current densities of
the 3 pairs are expressed in the following way:
- l-st pair (Fig. 4-17)

- 2-d pair

J;'''(t,x,z) ~ ~~J~.eXP[J(lUt~v( ~ x+fJl])]

COS[(2n~1)( :., z+VF, -H]
- 3-d pair

where:

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)
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n = 0, 1,2,3, ....
bi -length of the rotary armature.
The resultant current density is

J = fl) + fill + fJlll
z z z z

Jz=LLJmzvmexP[j(OJt-v~x-m(~z+lf/z])]
m v 'Ix 'Iz

where:

6 . ( bill]JJmzvm =-sm m-- mzv
llm 2'lz

55

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

m= 1,-5,7,-11,13, .....
\jfz = displacement angle of the I'v/ harmonic related to the coordinate

system (Fig. 4-17)
If the finite length of the stator Ls is taken into account, then:

Jz=LLLL .!.JmzvmleXP[j(OJt-..!!.-x-~z+mlf/z]] (4.19)
I r mv 2 'xv 'zmlr

where:

J 4. (I LVll]Jmzvml =- sm -'- mzvm
III 2isz

Lvisz'zmlr = IL
'sz +r ,v

(4.20)

(4.21)

1=1,3,5,7, ...
r=I,-1.
The linear current density expressed by function 4.19 takes into account

harmonics that come from the phase groups (v), finite length of each rotary
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N=6
D" = 0.086 m
bi = 0.0305 m
Ls = 0.438 m
ba =0.0425 m
p=4
'x = 0.0675 m
ti=O.OI13 m
q=2
w=30

armature (m) and finite length of the stator (I). Index (r) is related to the
forward and backward waves of vmth harmonic.
Relation 4. I9 is the basis for further calculations of the electromagnetic

field using the formulae derived in chapter 2.
The motor that was analyzed is shown in Fig. 4-18 and its data are as

follows:
Stator
Number of rotary armatures
Internal diameter of the armatures
Length of the rotary armature
Stator length
The distance between rotary armatures
The number of poles
Pole pitch
Tooth pitch
Number of slots per pole per phase
Number ofwires in slot
Linear current density of the rotary armature

6J2Iw . ( tr) (tr )Jmzv = Sin v- cos v-trt"/v 6 12

Rotor - the same as for twin-armature motor

Figure 4-18. Laboratory model of the rotary-linear induction motor with rotating-magnetic
field
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The construction of the motor prototype allows the change of the mutual
positions of the adjacent rotating magnetic field mechanically (turning the
rotary armatures) and electrically (by changing the connections of armature
windings). The test and simulation results of electromagnetic field
distribution and performance characteristics were published in [40,44].
In Fig. 4-19 the force-speed characteristics determined for an infinitely

(a) 80
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z
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12 15

(b)

0.2 0
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, , , ,
0 6 9 12 15

Vz mls --
Figure 4-19. Characteristics of (a) rotary and (b) linear forces vs. rotary-linear slip Sxz

calculated at constant supply current
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long motor (no end effects are included) and the motor with finite length,
operating in different motion directions are presented. They were calculated
at 50 Hz frequency and constant supply current I = 2 A, when the shift angle
between adjacent rotating magnetic field was equal to 60°. The share of end
effects increases significantly if the linear speed component increases. It is
much smaller when the motor moves with rotary motion only (vz = 0).
One of the unique features of the motor with rotating-traveling field is

the linear relationship between linear (vz) and rotary (vx) speed components
at constant rotor slip (see Eqn. 2.13). In the case of the induction version of
the motor it is very difficult to verify the linear relationship experimentally
due to the problem of keeping constant slip during the motor operation. It is
easier to do it with the synchronous version of the motor. For this purpose
the test was carried out on the motor with the reluctance rotor shown in
Fig. 4-20.
According to the relation

v
v =.--.!L(n - n)z l'

n.
(4.22)

obtained from Eqn.2.13 at Sxz = 0, the minor changes around the synchronous
rotary speed n. should result in the change of the linear motion direction.
The experiment proved this conclusion. The change of rotary speed above
and below its synchronous value caused an oscillatory motion of the motor.
A study on steady-state stability conditions of the rotary-linear motors

can be found in [43]. In [33] motor with the rotating-traveling field
generated by the set of linear motors is presented.

Figure 4-20. Synchronous version of rotary-linear induction motor with a reluctance rotor
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1.4 Measurement stand for rotary-linear motor tests

59

Measurements of the motors with two degrees of mechanical freedom are
more complex than those for rotary or linear motors because they require
loading and simultaneously recording of the mechanical data in two motion
directions. This also influences the complexity of the measurement stand for
testing of rotary-linear motors. This-type of measurement stand was built
and is shown schematically in Fig. 4-21.

2

Figure 4-21. Scheme of the measurement stand for rotary-linear motor tests: I - frame, 2
RUM, 3 - rotor, 4 - flat linear induction motors (LIM), 5 - aluminum plate
(secondary part of LIM), 6 - DC generator, 7 - end springs, 8 - clutch, 9 
torsion shaft (for torque measurement), IO and II - slip ring heads with
brushes, 12 and 13 - tacho-generators to measure rotary and linear speeds
respectively

The entire construction allows loading and measuring of mechanical
quantities independently in both linear and rotary directions. The stator
suspended on steel rolls (wheels) is moving linearly on two steel rails and is
loaded by the flat linear motors suspended under the rotary-linear motor. The
rotor that can move only in the rotary direction is loaded by the dc generator.
Due to the limited length of the linear path for the moving armature (2 m
long), there are end springs mounted at both ends. They allow, together with
end switches, an oscillatory armature movement.
The test stand was equipped with a number of sensors and Fig. 4-22

shows their distribution schematically. The sensors allow measurement of
the following quantities:
- rotary and linear speeds - by means oftachogenerators connected to
stator and rotor,
stator displacement - by means of potentiometer attached to the stator,

- torque and thrust - by means of strain gauges
- rotor temperature - thermo-resistive temperature sensor
magnetic flux density in the air gap - by means of Hall sensors,
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circumferential and axial components of electric field intensities - by
means ofmeasurement coils.

Figure 4-22. Scheme of the measurement stand showing the distribution of sensors: 1 
torsion shaft for torque measurement, 2 and 8 - slip ring heads, 3 - strain
gauges for torque measurement, 4 - strain gauges for measurement of side
forces, 5 - strain gauges for measurement of thrust, 6 - temperature sensor, 7 
Hall sensors, 9 - tachogenerator to measure the rotary speed, 10 
tachogenerator for measurement of linear speed, 11 - potentiometer for
measurement of stator position, 12 - bearings, 13 - coils for measurement of
tangential component ofmagnetic flux densities

The signals measured on the rotor surface are transmitted by means of
wires placed inside the rotor to the slip ring head and next via brushes to the
measurement equipment. The measurement stand shown in Fig. 4-23 also
allows testing flat and tubular linear motors. The test stand is described in
more detail in [36].
Research on rotary-linear motors was also carried out by G. Kaminski at

Warsaw University of Technology [23, 25], J.1. Cathey and M. Rabiee from
Kentucky University [2, 3, 59, 60], and by other researches [21, 22, 27, 54].
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Figure 4-23. Measurement stand for testing of rotary-linear motors

2. INDUCTION MOTOR WITH SPHERICAL
ROTOR

The induction motor with spherical rotor shown schematically in Fig. 1-3
is a counterpart of the twin-armature rotary-linear motor. Another version of
the motor with spherical rotor with two windings, placed perpendicularly to
each other in one core would be the counterpart of the double-winding
rotary-linear motor. Both versions of the motor with spherical rotor are
expected to differ in their electromechanical properties similar to their
cylindrical counterparts. As an example for modeling, the version with two
armatures is to be considered.
In the calculation model the symmetrical position of both armatures on

the surface of the spherical rotor is assumed. One of the armatures produces
a magnetic field traveling meridionally (in x direction), the other generates a
field moving in the equatorial direction (z direction). Modeling in
Cartesian's coordinate system errors are expected, which result from the
assumption that there is the same speed of all points on the rotor surface with
respect to armature. In the real motor, points placed aside of the armature
center will have slightly smaller speeds. This error will be larger for a
greater armature surface (with respect to the entire rotor surface).
The calculation model does not differ from the one derived in chapters 2

and 3. To illustrate the application of this model to the analysis of the real
object, the motor of the following constructional characteristics is
considered:
The two armatures are identical and placed perpendicularly to one another.
Their data are as follows:
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Armature surface (length L and width W)
Pole pitch
Tooth pitch
Number of slots per pole per phase
Number of wires in the slot
Linear current density:

J _ 6J2Iw . ( tr)
mv - SIn v-

tr'tV 6

Chapter 4

L· W= (0.2 ·0.2) m2

,= 0.05 m
,,= 0.0167 m
q=l
w=210

air-gap g = 1 mm
rotor is an aluminum ball, empty inside and
the thickness of its wall d = 10 mm
rotor conductivity r - 31 82 106 Sf

Al(70"C) - .' m

Calculations were carried out for the frequency f = 50 Hz. The simulation
results ofmagnetic flux density distribution along the x (direction of the field
traveling) and z directions determined at various motion directions defined
by angle a are shown in Fig. 4-24. The small deformations of the magnetic
field in transverse (z) distribution illustrate the negligible influence of edge
effects caused by the rotor motion. This influence would be greater in the
case of back iron in the rotor structure, as it was in rotary-linear motors. The
influence of finite dimensions of the armature on motor performance at
different direction of the rotor motion is visible in the force speed
characteristics presented in Fig. 4-25. When the rotor moves aslant with
respect to the field direction then the driving force Fx decreases and the
braking force Fz occurs.

(a) (b)
0.16 B, [T]

0.16
B, [T]

a=Oa=O v=4.5m/sv=4.5m/s
7</6 z=o 0.12

z=O 0.12
y=oy=o

7</3

0.08-'-

0.04

-3 -2 -1

Figure 4-24. Distribution ofmagnetic flux density on the surface of the rotor with spherical
rotor: (a) along z axis (direction of traveling field motion), (b) along x axis
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The rotor motion is the results of action of two armatures. Fig. 4-26
shows the characteristic of force produced by two armatures when they are
supplied from the same voltage source. The direction of the resultant force is
the same as the rotor motion only at the angle a = 45(J. In the case of the
same loading in all motion directions the rotor will move according to the
resultant force. Its direction and the direction of rotor motion can be
controlled by the change of supply voltages and frequencies.
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Figure 4-25. Characteristics of force components ys. tangential speed component v
determined for a single armature of an induction motor with spherical rotor
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Figure 4-26. Diagram of resultant force at different rotor speed directions when the two
armatures of the motor with spherical rotor are supplied from the same source
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The operation of the motor with spherical rotor is described in more
detail in [40]. A Research on spherical motors was carried out also by G.
Kaminski and was published in [24, 26].

3. X-Y LINEAR INDUCTION MOTOR

The calculation model of an induction motor with two degrees of
mechanical freedom defined in chapter 3 refers to the X-V motor shown
schematically in Fig. I-I. The only difference is in the linear current density,
which in this version of the motor is produced by two windings. If the finite
width and length of the armature is considered, the windings and phase
currents are symmetrical, and no slot harmonics are taken into account, the
current densities of both windings are described by the following functions:

Jx(t,z) =LLLLL!Jmxk1v eXP[J(OJt-..!!.-x-...!!....-z]J (4.23)
I k II r v 4 TXkll Tz1rv

where:

Jmxklv =~Sin(k WJr]Sin(1 LJr ]Jmxv
Jr kl 2Tsx 2Tsz

(4.25)

(4.26)

_ T.I"X

TXkll - uk ' (4.27)

(4.28)
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For the current layer of the primary defined by the above equations
further analysis should be carried out by using the equations derived in
chapter 3. Due to the four armature edges the electromechanical properties
of the motor and existing edge effects will be similar to the ones of the
motor with spherical rotor presented in section 2.
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SIMULATION OF INDUCTION MOTORS
WITH ONE DEGREE OF MECHANICAL
FREEDOM

Among induction machines with one degree of mechanical freedom the
cylindrical rotary motors are the most trivial case to simulate. The category
of machines where more complex phenomena take place is motors for
special purposes. That category contains the following motors that will be
analyzed in this chapter:
- linear induction motors,
- disc-type induction motors,
- MHO machines.

1. LINEAR INDUCTION MOTORS

There are a number of different types of linear motors. One of them is a
flat linear motor with short primary where electromagnetic phenomena seem
to have the most complex form due to the finite length and width of the
primary. These phenomena are even more complex if the secondary is
moving in a different direction with respect to the direction of the traveling
magnetic field. This type of case occurs if one of the primaries mounted
under the carriages of a train, driven by linear induction motors, is twisted
with respect to the secondary (see Fig. 5-1). The following analysis concerns
this problem.

Computational model

The problem discussed here does not differ much from that analyzed in
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the preceding chapter, linked with the X-V motor or motor with the spherical
rotor. It means that the general mathematical model derived in chapter 3 can
be directly applied here. To relate the linear motor with twisted primary to
the above-mentioned model, first it has to be placed in an appropriate
coordinate system.

Figure 5-1. Illustration of the primary twist with respect to the direction ofmotion of the
secondary of a flat linear induction motor

When the primary is twisted with respect to the secondary motion, then 
neglecting the finite length and width effects - the speed responsible for the
induction phenomena is the secondary speed component v" parallel to the
direction of the field motion (Fig. 5-2). It gives along with the speed of the
secondary the following relation:

Vx =vcosa (5.1)

The force Fx, being a function of Vx, acts on the secondary in the x
direction. The force Fv, which contributes to the secondary movement, is
smaller than Fx and equal to:

(5.2)

Figure 5-2. Illustration to Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2
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Air gap
Secondary aluminum plate thickness
Conductivity of aluminum plate
Conductivity of back iron

The motor performance can now be determined using the multi-harmonic
model defined in chapter 3.

Motor performance

As an example for modeling of a twisted primary, the flat linear motor
produced in Poland has been chosen. Its constructional data are as follows:
Primary length L = 0.21 m
Primary width W= 0.1 m
Pole pitch 'z = 0.0501 m
Number of slot per pole per phase q = 1
Slot opening b l = 8 mm
Number of wire per slot w = 210
Tooth pitch '1= 16.7 mm

Jmzv
=6.filw 5\'0 (v trqb1 )Primary linear current density

trb\v 2Tx

g= 1.5 mm
d=5mm
rAI = 38.2.106 Sim
}Fe = 5.91.106 Sim

The values of other quantities used in the calculations are as follows: flFe
= lOOO'flo, Z:,x = 0.42 m, Z:" = 0.4 m. The particular values of Z:,x and z:" were
chosen to insure no interaction between adjacent primaries in the
computational model [37]. The computations were made at constant current
I = 3 A and constant supply frequency f = 50 Hz.
The calculation results are shown in Figs. 5-3 - 5-5. in the form of

magnetic field and force density distributions on the secondary surface. They
were determined at a secondary speed 4.5 m/s for two different primary
positions: a = 0 and a = Tt/3 rad. The synchronous speed was 5 mls at 50 Hz.
The distributions of the normal component of magnetic flux density are

shown in Fig. 5-3. Figs. 5-4 and 5-5 show the distributions of tangent force
], =Ix + l and the electrodynamic force fy normal to the secondary. When
the primary is twisted some deformation with respect to the z-axis can be
noticed. It is caused by the primary edges, thus it will not occur for an
infinitely long and wide motor. The tangential forces act on the primary as
they act to turn it into the normal position, parallel to the secondary motion.
The levitation force fy, which is particularly high at the primary transverse
edges, is not the same on both sides of the z-axis at primary twist. Since it is
higher on the exit edge, it tends to tilt the primary. Of cause, the normal
magnetic attractive force also affects the primary, and the primary behavior
will depend on the resultant effect of these two forces.
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Figure 5-3. Nonnal component of magnetic flux density distribution on the secondary
surface at two primary positions: (a) a = 0, (b) a = JT!3 rad.

The influence of primary twist on motor mechanical characteristics is
illustrated in Figs. 5-6 - 5-9. Fig. 5-6 shows the share of the twisted motor in
driving the vehicle the motor is attached to. This contribution sharply
declines as the angle a. increases. It is caused not by the transverse edge
effects, which contributes to the rise of braking transverse force component
Fn but by a decrease of the driving force component F: = F: cosa (see
Fig. 5-2). The characteristics of mechanical power and secondary efficiency
vs. twist angle a., calculated at different speeds are shown in Figs. 5-7 and
5-8.
The mechanical power was calculated as follows:

(5.3)
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Figure 5-4. Tangential force density distribution on the secondary surface at two primary
positions: (a) a = 0, (b) a = JT!3 rad.

and the efficiency as the ratio:

(5.4)

where Pr is the power crossing the air gap.
The two quantities Pm and 17 are referred to their values at a = 0 and are

compared with Qa =cosa curve (Q - quantity). It enables one to see the
Qa=o

influence of transverse edge effects because their lack (for an infinitely wide
motor) makes these characteristics equal to cosa
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x

Figure 5-5. Normal component of force density distribution on the secondary surface at two
primary positions: (a) a = 0, (b) a = trl3 rad

Fig. 5-9 shows the resultant force acting on the secondary, which is
drawn against the secondary speed at different primary twists. This force is a
geometrical sum of the Fz and Fx components:

(5.5)
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Figure 5-8. Impact of primary twist on secondary efficiency
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Figure 5-9. Tangential force drawn as a function of secondary speed at different primary
twists

The direction of force changes slightly when the primary twist occurs.
This is caused by the transverse edge effects, which occur when the lateral
secondary speed component Vz exists.
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To partially verify the computational model measurements of magnetic
flux density distribution were carried out at zero speed. The results are
shown in Fig. 5-10 and are compared with the ones obtained from simulation.

12 1= 3A v=O

10
a =0

\- y=i)
N
'0 8x

6
>.
co
4

2

0
-2 -1 0

x/t

,v=1,... ,-17

2

Figure 5-10. Measured (------) and computed (--) magnetic flux density distributions on
the secondary surface along the x axis

More examples of an application of the mathematical model derived for
motors with two degrees of mechanical freedom for analysis of linear and
rotary cylindrical motors are presented in [17, 38, 39, 42].
In general, there are number of publications on linear motors. Among

them are books [28,29,30,52,58,63,67] and papers [6, 7,14,31,53,56,
57].

2. DISC-TYPE INDUCTION MOTORS

There are a few versions of disc induction motors and they can be
classified into two major groups:
single-sided motors and

- double-sided motors.
Two motors, which are representatives of these groups, are discussed

further in this section. Both motors were designed to drive water pumps and
their rotors were integrated with the pump turbines operating as aggregates
with wet rotors. The stators have two-phase windings supplied from a single
phase source. Therefore the motors represent the group of induction
machines with unsymmetrical winding supplied by nonsymmetrical currents.
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2.1 Single-sided disc induction motor

The diagram of the single-sided disc motor structure is shown in
Fig. 5-11.a. The armature (stator) consists of toroidal laminated iron with
radial slots, and two windings: the main winding U1 - U2 and the auxiliary
winding Z1 - Z2 (Fig. 5-11.b), which is connected in series with a capacitor.
The rotor has a double-layer structure made of a steel disc, covered with a
copper sheet. The stator core is separated from the water (which the rotor
operates in) by a layer made of nonmagnetic material.

(a)
rotor

y

Fe

nonmagnetic winding
shield

stator

(b)

I x
U2 Ul

21

22

Figure 5-11. a) Diagram of a single-sided disc motor, b) winding distribution: UI-U2 main
winding, 21-22 auxiliary winding

Computational model of the motor

The motor should be analyzed in a cylindrical coordinate system.
However, if the motor inner diameter is relatively large the analysis can be
carried out in a perpendicular coordinate system, where the equations are
much simpler. The calculation model of the motor used here is defined in
Cartesian's coordinate system and refers to the infinitely long flat linear
motor with finite stator and rotor widths (Fig. 5-12). The mathematical
model is therefore a particular case of the more general model defined for
motors with two degrees ofmechanical freedom in chapter 3.
To more precisely describe the model currently discussed it is enough to

formulate the function that describes the stator current density. If the slot
harmonics h are taken into account the current density ofplh phase is defined
by the following Fourier's series:
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where:

J:xvhql - amplitude of vhqt'h harmonic,

1
, zm= 2h v q, t = 1, -I,

q-+t-
'I 'z

i l - tooth pitch,
i z - pole pitch,
v - 1,3,5,7, - phase harmonics,
h - 0, I ,2,3, - tooth harmonics.
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(5.6)

(5.7)
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Figure 5-12. Flat model of disc motor

To take into account the finite width of the stator the appropriate
harmonics of the current density should be considered. Referring to the
general model in chapter 3 the current density of the p'h phase is described
by the function:

J:(t,z) =IIIIII!J:XkVhql eXP[J(OJt--.!!-.x--.!!-.zJ] (5.8)
k II V h q 1 2 'xkll 'zvh

where

J p - 4 . (k W7l'JJPmxkvhql - - SIn -- mxvhql
7l'k 2,"x

(5.9)
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(5.10)

w(I)=200
C(I) = 0.058 m

W=0.0316m
1"z=0.116m
1"t = 0.0073 m

W(2) = 300
C(2) = 0.058 m

gr= 3.5 mm

u = 1,-1
W - armature width,
-Z:,x - rotor width.
The resultant current density of the stator is a sum of current densities of

two phases.

Motor characteristics

The single-sided disc motor that is considered was designed and built by
BOBRME, a Company in Katowice, Poland. The motor's data are as
follows:

Armature
stator width
pole-pitch
trooth-pitch
Main winding:
number of wires in slot
width of the phase strip
Auxiliary winding:
number ofwires in slot
width of the phase strip
Air gap
Rotor:
width -Z:,x = 0.05 m
thickness of copper layer dcu =1 mm
copper conductivity YCu = 46.8.106 81m
back iron conductivity It. = 4.56.106 81m
Any shield on the stator surface was neglected in the calculations. In

order to relate the calculations to the real object the measurements of the
stator currents were carried out at the frequency supply f = 50 Hz and the
rotor slip s = 0.2. The phase angle between the currents was equal lj/= 0.803
rad. The calculation results are shown in Figs. 5-13 and 5-14 as the magnetic
flux density and the corresponding tangential force component distribution
on the rotor surface over one pole pitch.
The nonuniform distribution of magnetic field results from the

asymmetry of the stator currents. This contributes to nonuniform distribution
of forces, which act in some area of the rotor in the opposite direction to the
rotor motion.
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Figure 5-13. Magnetic flux density distribution on the rotor surface
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Figure 5-14. Tangential force component distribution on the rotor surface

In order to partially verify the mathematical model measurements of
magnetic flux density were carried out in the middle of stator ring, 5 mm
from its surface without the presence of the rotor. The measured currents
were: II = 1.73 A, 12 = 0.93 A, lJI = 0.0377 rad. Both, experimental and test
results are shown in Fig. 5-15. The major discrepancies between the
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characteristics are in the range of small magnetic flux densities, which occur
on the edge of both windings. There, the additional magnetic field, produced
by the currents flowing in the winding ends occurs, which was not
considered in the computational model and the share of which is particularly
high if there is no rotor.

Figure 5-15. Computational and experimental results of magnetic flux density distribution
on the stator circumference

To qualitatively compare the space distribution of the magnetic field the
simulation and test results are shown in Fig. 5-16.a and b.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 5-16. Characteristics of magnetic flux density distribution: (a) theoretical and (b)
experimental characteristic

The test results are related to the flat computational model, and the shape
of the two characteristics is similar. The influence of stator teeth is visible,
however it does not occur in the experimental characteristic on the inner part
of rotor disc (negative values on x axis) due to saturation of the more narrow
part of stator teeth.
More details concerning a simulation of this type motor can be found in

[47].

2.2 Double-sided disc induction motor

The motor that is considered in this section has a double-sided stator and
twin rotors (Fig. 5-17). A stator with radial slots is placed between two
double-layer rotor discs. The stator winding is the Gramme's type, made of
separate coils wound on the stator core. These coils can be connected in
different systems forming a three or two phase winding of two or more
magnetic poles. The slotless version of this type of the disc motor is called a
torus motor in the literature [4].
To analyze the electromagnetic field and motor performance a

computational model similar to that used for the single-sided disc motor and
flat linear motor with the infinite long stator and rotor is applied (Fig. 5-12).
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(a) (b)
stator core

rotors

Figure 5-17. Scheme of a disc motor with double-sided stator and twin rotors

leakage reactances

resistances of two phases

Since only one side of the motor is considered in this model, to calculate
the torque and power of the entire motor, the results obtained for one side
should be multiplied by 2.
The motor prototype, which is the subject of analysis, is shown in

Fig. 5-18. It was manufactured by AQUA-SHUT Company. Its parameters
are as follows:
medium diameter of the motor disc
armature ring width
pole pitch
number of magnetic poles
number of slots per pole per phase
number oftums in the coil: phase I

phase 2

Dov = 81.96 mm
W= 10mm
Tz = 64,2 mm
2p=4
q=3
Tlk = 320
Tz/= 320
R1 = 73.4 n
Rz = 73.4 n
X<1 = 82 n
X,z = 82 n

air-gap g = 0.8 mm
width of the rotor ring X:u = 15 mm
thickness of the copper layer d = I mm
The electromagnetic field of the motor and forces acting on the rotor

calculated when the motor was supplied from a constant current source are
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presented in [12]. The distributions of these quantities on the rotor surface
are similar to those of the single-sided motor shown in the previous section.

Figure 5-18. Prototype of a double-sided disc motor

In this section the motor performance is considered when the two-phase
winding is supplied from a single-phase and two-phase constant voltage
source. The circuit diagram of the motor is shown in Fig. 5-19. The voltage
equations that correspond with this circuit are as follows:

(5.11)

(5.12)

Figure 5-19. Circuit diagram of the disc motor
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The circuit parameters Rt, R2, X:,I and X:'2 are resistances and leakage
reactances of the two windings. These can be determined using conventional
methods. E1 and E2 are the voltages induced in the windings by the magnetic
fluxes linked with them. These magnetic fluxes are generated by the two
windings and are the sums of all harmonics expressed in the field model.
The multi-harmonic circuit model of the motor is presented in chapter 3.
According to this model, the equivalent circuit of both phases is as shown in
Fig. 5-20. The EMFs E1 and E2 are now shown as the voltage drops across
the "self impedances" ZllhlJqt and Z22kmqt and across "mutual impedances"
Zl2kmqt and Z2lkmq" where the voltages of the kvhqlh harmonics depend on
the currents flowing in the other windings.

v,

1, R, X. I

~Z""",
I

E11kvhql to Z11kvhq.
I

E"'"'' cpZ'""" I,
_____E_'2_k_Vh_"PZ".,,· I,

~c~
. E22,'11' tUZ2211111

I
E22kvhq, to Z22kvhq,

I
E2 E2111111 cD Z2111111 . I,

I

_____E_21_kV_hq_'P Z,,,...· I,

Figure 5-20. Equivalent circuit of the disc motor with higher harmonics

The kvhqlh harmonics of impedances might be rolled up into the
resultant impedances expressed in the following way:

211(22) =LLLLLL 2 11(22)kVhqt
k II V h q I

212(21) =LLLLLL 2 12(21)kvhqt
k II V h q t

(5.13)

(5.14)

According to this the equivalent circuit, which was used to farther
calculations, is shown in Fig. 5-21. It must be pointed out that the values of
the impedances depend on the rotor speed, so they have to be determined for
the different speeds over the whole range the motor is to be operated.
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v,

I, R, x.,

Figure 5-21. Equivalent circuit with the resultant impedances

The voltage equations corresponding to the equivalent circuit shown in
Fig. 5-21 are as follows:

VI =(R I + jXs\)I, + Z" II + ZI2 12
V 2 =[R 2 + j(XS2 - XJ]I 2 + Z22 12 + Z21 II

where:

(5.15)

(5.16)

These equations enable the determination of the currents at the given
supply voltages. Once the currents have been determined their values have to
be used to calculate the forces and powers from the expressions derived in
the field model (see chapter 3).
The circuit parameters R and .x, were found using the classical approach

[49]. The other parameters of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5-20, were
calculated from the equations 5.13 and 5.14. As was mentioned above, their
values vary with the rotor speed and this is shown in Fig. 5-22.
On the basis of the equivalent circuit the stator currents were determined

when the motor was supplied from an ac. voltage source of 220 V and a
frequency of 50 Hz. The calculations were carried out first for the motor
supplied from a two-phase symmetrical source, then from the single-phase
voltage source. In the latter case, the capacitor of 13 JiF capacitance was
connected in the auxiliary phase. The characteristics of the currents versus
speed for the single-phase supply are shown in Fig. 5-23. The theoretical
characteristics are compared with the ones obtained from the test carried out
on the real object.
As one can see, the currents do not change much due to the relatively

large air gap and rotor cooper layer. The discrepancies between theory and
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Figure 5-23. Currents vs. speed characteristics calculated and measured using a single
phase supply of220 V; 50 Hz with /3 j.JF capacitor

test are not significant. This indicates that the mathematical model describes
the motor with a relatively good accuracy.
Once the currents were determined from the circuit model they allowed

the calculation of the other quantities such as torque, power and efficiency
using the formula derived from the field model. Thus the torque developed
by the motor can be found from the expression:

T = Dav

2

where:

IIIIII
kuvhqt

M"vhqt
(5.17)
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VVhql =2· 'zvhql • f (5.18)

is the speed of the kvhqt'h field harmonic.
The power:

(5.19)

is the power loss in the rotor. It is expressed in terms of the Poynting's
vector Sy, which is integrated over the whole rotor surface. The Poynting's
vector for the kvhqt'h harmonic is defined in the following way

(5.20)

and it represents the rotor power loss surface density when the coordinate
system, in which the field analysis was carried out, is attached to the rotor as
it was done here.
The electromechanical characteristics such as: torque, output power and

power angle versus relative rotor speed calculated for two-phase and single
phase supplies are shown in Figs. 5-24 and 5-25. They are compared with
the ones obtained from the measurements.
More data on the performance of this type of motor can be found in [12,

13,49].
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Figure 5-24. Mechanical characteristics calculated and measured at a single-phase supply of
220 V. 50 Hz with 13 Jff capacitor
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Figure 5-25. Electromechanical characteristics calculated and measured at a two-phase
symmetrical supply of 220 V. 50 Hz

3. MHD MACIDNE - INDUCTION PUMP

Three-phase inductors with a magnetic traveling field, which serve as a
primary of linear induction motors, are often used to pump a liquid metal or
to stir it in induction stirrers [9]. Due to the finite length of inductor an
alternating magnetic field is generated as an additional component to the
magnetic traveling field. When an induction pump is used with a rectangular
transport channel and a flat inductor (see Fig. 5-26), this component deforms
a force distribution in liquid metal and causes some local whirls [18, 48].
This may playa positive role in the stirring of molten metal but it cannot be
tolerated in the channel of an induction pump, where a smooth flow is
required. In that case the alternating magnetic field should be eliminated.
This can be done by using an additional compensating winding or by

y

x

metal

channel

inductor

w

Figure 5-26. Cross-section of an induction pump
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applying a special type of three-phase winding that eliminates or reduces the
alternating field component [18]. This type of winding is shown in Fig. 5-27.
It is a three-phase, two-layer, two-pole winding with the external sides of the
coils placed out of the laminated iron core.

Ul W2 VI U2 WI V2

Figure 5-27. Three-phase, two-layer, two-pole winding of an inductor

To examine the magnetic field and force distribution in molten metal of
an induction pump without and with a compensating winding, the
mathematical model derived for motors with two degrees of mechanical
freedom will be used with some modification.

Mathematical model

The velocity of the molten metal in the pump depends on the
electromagnetic field as well as on the shape of the channel. If the liquid
metal is driven by the traveling field of an inductor placed below a
rectangular channel, the velocity is non-uniform across the channel as shown
in Fig. 5-28.a. It is very difficult to determine the electromagnetic field with
such a distribution using an analytical method. For that reason an assumption

(a) (b)
y

Figure 5-28. Distribution of liquid metal velocity in the channel: (a) real distribution, (b)
assumed distribution
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has been made that the liquid metal is represented by a number of layers
with different but constant velocity in each layer as shown in Fig. 5-28.b.
The computation model of the pump used for the electromagnetic field

description is the N-layer structure shown in Fig. 5-29. It is, in general,
similar to the one defined in chapter 3. The only difference is in the current
layer description. Here, the current layer is represented by the current
density of the winding placed in the slots of the inductor (one part) and the
density of another part of the winding, called here a compensating winding,
placed outside ofthe laminated iron at both ends of the inductor.

(N)ar

(N-I)

(l)

gap

teeth

nductor Iron yoke

\
\ V (4)

\ x....... (3) air

/ z (2)

L
(I)

Figure 5-29. Computational model of an induction pump

The functions that describe the current densities of both parts of the
winding are shown in Figs. 5-30.a and b. Both functions can be expressed by
Fourier's series. The first one, describing the current density of the main part
of the winding has the following form (see chapter 3):

(5.21 )

where

J., 16. (k W1rJ . (I L1r JJs
mxkJvhql =-2- SIn -- SIn -- mxvhql

1r kl 2r,x 2Tsz
(5.22)
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,,\'X
'xku = uk ' 'zhlir = I

r'zhv + '.,·z

(5.23)

h = 0, 1,2,3, ... tooth harmonics
v = 1, 3, 5, phase harmonics
k, 1= 1, 3, 5, harmonics generated by the finite width Wand length L

of the inductor current layer
u,r,q,t = 1,-1
The Fourier's series that represents the function's current density of the

compensating winding may be derived in a similar way. The current density
of the lh phase is given by (Fig. 30-b)

J;'(P) (t, z) =I J(~(P) exp[j (wt + <p'(p) ) ] ~
~ ~~

where:

J2IC(P) wC(p)
JC(p) = _

n c
C

(5.24)

wc(p) - number of wires in one coil of the compensating winding of the
lh phase,

c' - coil thicness,
ffp) - rms current of the lh phase in c compensating winding.

(a)

J~.

Figure 5-30. Function of current density of phase A: (a) for the main part of the winding
contained in the slots, (b) for the compensating part of the winding placed off
the inductor core
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Function 5.24 written in another form is as follows:

J;'(P)(t,z) =LLJ~~) eXP[J(mt+ ~ z)]
o ~ T~

where:

Chapter 5

(5.25)

q=-1,3,5, ...,0=1,-I,

C 1 C

T~ =-T
~

The resultant current density ofm phases is given by:

J;Ct,z) =LLJ:~oeXP[J(mt+~ z)]
o ~ T~

where

m

J;m~o =L J~~o
p=1

(5.27)

(5.28)

Ifthe finite length LC and width W of the compensating winding are taken
into account, the current density expressed by Fourier's series takes the
following form:

J;'Ct,z) =LLLLLL !J~Xk/~O eXP[J[mt--.!!-x-~z)]
I k u r ~ 0 4 T xku TZlr~

(5.29)

where

J c 16. (k WJr] . (I LCJr] C
mxkJ~o =-2- Sill -- Sill -- Jmx~o

Jr kl 2r,x 2T"z
(5.30)
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_,"x
'xk/l - uk '

", ',<z (5.31 )

k, 1= 1,3,5, ...
u, r = 1, -1.

The {h layer of molten metal moves in the z direction with speed Vzi' The
slip Si of the ;th layer with respect to each harmonic of the magnetic field is
given by equations

1 VZi
Szlrvhqt = ---

vzlvhr

for the main winding, and

for the compensating winding, where

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

are the velocities of field harmonics of both windings.
The electromagnetic fields of both windings are determined next using

the formulae derived in chapter 3.

Magnetic field and forces acting on molten metal

The induction pump that is considered as an example of the MHO
machine is the pump for molten zinc with the following characteristics:

Inductor length
Inductor width
Winding: 3-phase, 4-pole, two layers
Pole pitch
Tooth pitch
Slot opening
Number of slots per pole per phase
Number of wires per slot
Number of wires in the coil-side outside
the laminated iron in one phase

L = 0.6m
W= 0.2 m

Z'z=0.15m
1i = 0.025 m
hi =0.012 mm
q=2
w=64

w"= 64
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Distance between inductor and liquid metal
Liquid metal thickness
Channel width
Zinc conductivity
Phase rms current of the inductor
Current frequency

Chapter 5

g= 0.03 m
d= 0.1 m
r,x = 0.2 m
IZn(500

0
C) = 2.7.106 S/m

/=27 A
f= 50 Hz

The computational model used here for calculation consists of 7 layers,
in which three represent a liquid metal with different speeds being in the
range 1.5 to 9 mls. In general, the number of layers representing the liquid
metal is not limited in the algorithm and for higher speeds this number
should be increased.
The calculations ofmagnetic flux density, power losses and force density

were carried out for the inductor with and without the compensating winding
for y = 0.03 m., i.e., at the bottom of the transport channel. The results
obtained from calculations done for the inductor without compensation and
with a compensating winding are shown in Figs. 5-31 - 5.33. Since there is
symmetry in the distributions of all three quantities the characteristics are
only drawn for one half of the inductor. From the magnetic flux density
distribution one can see a substantial reduction of deformation after
introducing a compensating winding. This can also be noticed in the
tangential force distribution (Fig. 5-32). The local swirls at the inductor
edges caused by the alternating magnetic field are significantly reduced

(a)
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(b)

Figure 5-31. Magnetic flux density distribution at the channel bottom: (a) without
compensating winding, (b) with compensating winding

when this field component is compensated. The compensation of alternating
magnetic flux also contributes to the reduction of power losses (Fig. 5-33).

z

r: .. -. -- -------. - ---+ .. --.. -. -------. -------. - ----. -.... .... - -------. -x - --+ --.. .... --' -- -- - ----> - ».. /' - -... - - ..... »----.... " .. » ... " " » ..
L

Figure 5-32. Distributions of tangential force component calculated at the channel bottom:
(a) without compensating winding, (b) with compensating winding
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(a)

Figure 5-33. Power loss density distribution
at channel bottom: (a) without compen

sating

winding, (b) with compensating windin
g

More on applying the Fourier's serie
s technique for the modeling of

liquid metal pumps can be found in [18
, 48]. In [19] the calculation are done

when the space and time harmonics of
currents are taken into account.
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I. LINEAR CURRENT DENSITY

In order to include a discrete winding distribution in slots, the current
density distribution oflh phase in the current layer of mathematical model
presented in Fig. 3-2 is described by the periodic function shown in Fig. I-I.

xo Z

- - - ,- ,- .-- - ~ -

JIP)
xo

z

Figure 1-1. Periodic function of the linear current density of pili phase showing discrete
winding distribution in slots

It can be represented by the following Fourier's series:
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where:

Appendix

(1.2)

width,

w - number of turns per slot,
b - slot opening,
lfIh - shift of the slot center in relation to co-ordinate system,
h = 1,2,3,...
cp(PJ _ phase displacement angle.

(1.3)

Each phase is represented by the current density distributed as shown in
Fig. 1-2. It can be described in the following way:

or using complex notation

J;P)(l,Z) =IIJ~~h exp[J(ml +q/P»)]
v h

where:

J (p) - 4 . ( C1! JJ(P)mxvh - -SIn Y- mxh'
Y1! 2'l"z

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

fp) =J(P)!!....mxh xoh
'l",

ath = 0 (1.7)
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fp) =2fP) _l-Sin(h breJ
mxh xo hre '/

at h = 1,2,3,...

99

(1.8)

v = 1,3,5,...
c - phase winding group width (see Fig. 1-2)

J(PI (z)
mxh

c

z

Figure 1-2. Periodic function of the linear current density of p'h phase showing the phase
winding distribution

The linear current density described by Eqn. 1.5 can be written as a sum
of four traveling waves:

eXPJ[(wt+ip(P»)-her~ Z-WhJ-v(:, Z-W(P)J]+

+exp J[(wt +ip(P»)+ h( ~~ Z - Wh J-v(:, Z - w(p) J]+

+exPJ[(wt+ip(P»)-h(~~ Z-WhJ+V(:' Z-W(P)J]+

+exp J[(mt +ip(P))+ her~ Z - Wh J+ v(:, Z - W(p) J]

(1.9)

The function 1.9 written in a short form is as follows

(I.l0)
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where

J;':;'hql =~J;':;'h exp[J (rp<P) +hqljfh +vtljf<P») ] (1.11)

1
"zl-#r = 2h v' q,t = 1,-1 (1.12)

q-+t-
", "z

The total primary current density is a sum of all m-phase current densities

where:
m

J mxl-#rql =I J !:.xl-#rql
p=l

m - number ofprimary phases

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS

(1.13)

(1.14)

To determine the performance characteristics the most common approach
is to calculate them from an equivalent circuit of the motor. The parameters
of the circuit need to be determined from the electromagnetic field, which is
found from the field model of the motor. As was mentioned in Introduction,
to find the field components, the analytical method is used that is based on
Fourier's series technique. In this method the motor is represented by the N
layer structure shown in Fig. II-I.

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(i)

(a)

J xr
/ .--

-'X y

z

Figure II-1. Multi-layer field model ofthe IM-2DMF
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Each layer is homogeneous, isotropic and linear and defined by magnetic
permeability /.ii, conductivity Yi and velocity Vi_ The primary winding is
reduced to an infinitely current sheet placed between the second and the
third layer. The first layer corresponds to the teeth zone with given
saturation, represented by the finite value of permeability /.i2- The current
density of the current layer is defined by the function:

(11.1 )

where Jm. is the amplitude of linear current density and w=27if, is the angular
frequency.
In the homogeneous space the electromagnetic field is determined from

the Maxwell's equations written in the form:

VxH=J

- as
VxE=--at

(11.2)

(11.3)

V·B=O, V·D=O (11.4)

For the isotropic and the homogeneous environment:

D=8E, (11.5)

Besides, for the moving area

(11.6)

When the co-ordinate system is attached to the moving area then
frequency i~ exp~ssed in terms of the slip sxz and the Eqn. I\.6 can be
reduced to J =yE.
For convenience the vector potential A is used. In the problem discussed

here two vector potential components occur Ax and Az. The transformed
Maxwell's equations for the j'h layer expressed in the complex number form
are as follows:

V 2Amxi =a/Amxi

V2Amzi =a/Amzi

(11.7)
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where:

Appendix

(11.8)

The relations between the electric field intensity E and the magnetic flux
density B and the vector potential A in the lh layer define the equations:

(II.9)

Since there are no y-directed currents in the computational model, the
components Ey and Ay are assumed to be zero. Thus the Eqns. II.9 written for
particular components have the form:

Emx; =- jmAmx;

Emz; =- jmAmz;

B . =8Amz;
mXI iryJ

B .=8Amx; _ 8Amz;

my' 8z 8x

B .=8Amx;
mZI iryJ

(11.1 0)

The final solutions of the above equations, found using the boundary
conditions (Hx, Hz and By should be continuous at the boundaries) are as
follows:

Emx; =K;(y)F(x,z)
, .

Emz; =--!..K;(y)F(x,z)
'x

(11.11 )

.P; .
Bmz; =-j-K;(y)F(x,z)

m
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where

K; = C; exp(p;yJ+C;' exp(- p;yJ

K;' = C; exp(p;y;)-C;' exp(- p;y;)

F(x,z) = exp[-j(!:"x + !:..z)]
T x T z

The constants C; and C;' are expressed in the following way
,W' "W"
C. =-', C. =-'
'W I W

103

where

~'=2JxMz ·M~,

W; =JxM;(Mz+1),

~"=o

W;' =JxM~(Mz -1),

For i=3.4, ... ,(n-l)

W;' =(_2Y-z Jxexp(-p;gJ(M;~1 + M;+I)Nz
W;" = _(_2Y-z Jxexp(- Pig; )(M;~I - M;+l )Nz

and ifi=n

W' 0 WOO =(_2)n-zJ Nn=' n x z
W=M;-M;

For i=3,4.... ,(n-l)

M; =2[M;~1 sinh(p;d;)-M;+I cosh(p;d;)]

M;' =-2[M;~1 cosh(p; d; )-M;+l sinh(PA)]

and for i=n

M; =-exp(-Pngn_l)
M;' =M n exp(-Pngn_l)

J =-' OJJlz J
x } 4Pz mx

Nz=M zcosh(pzdz)+ sinh(pzdz)

For i=2,3.... ,n

M. = P;Jli-l
I P;-IJl;
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For i=1,2, ... ,n

132 2 2
i =a" +a;

Appendix

a>(;')' +(;,)'
If the current of i h phase is extracted from the linear current density the
Eqns. 11.11 take the form:

E;:xl =J(p)K?)(y)F(x,z)

E~l =-~J(P)K;<p)(y)F(x,z)
'rx

B;:;l =a" 'rz J(p)K;<P)(y)F(x,z)
OJJr

B~l =_jf3i J(P)K?)(y)F(x,z)
OJ

(11.12)

Constants K; and K; do not differ from the ones derived above, except the
linear current density J x ' which does not contain current J(p) .
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